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Abstract

Stripe contact (edge-emitting) LEDs have been found to be suitable for many
applications in present day optical/photonics devices and systems. Polarised light (i.e.,
light with dominantly a single polarisation direction) is required for various
applications. Semiconductor LASERs generate polarized light but such sources may
not be suitable due to other reasons such as the ‘speckle’ effect that occurs due to the
highly coherent LASER light; also, if the source is to be part of a monolithically
integrated optical circuit it will be expensive to produce the two reflective planes
needed for the LASER to operate. Unlike semiconductor Lasers, however,
stripe-contact edge-emitting LEDs in bulk active layer semiconductor material tend to
produce nearly unpolarised light. LED sources but with polarised output are attractive
for various applications such as in Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT).

The objective of this project is to design a simple, inexpensive device structure to
achieve polarisation enhanced output by using stripe-contact edge-emitting LEDs in
bulk active layer semiconductor material, with multilayer, Double-Heterostructure
(DH), as commonly used for semiconductor Lasers and LEDs. As is well known light
in the material is primarily generated by spontaneous emission. If the material is
‘pumped’ sufficiently then there will be net stimulated emission which corresponds to
having optical gain; in that case the spontaneously emitted light will experience
optical emission as it progresses through the material resulting in Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE). In this condition of operation the ee-LED is often
referred to as the Superluminescent LED (SLED). It is also well known that in bulk
active layer semiconductors spontaneous emission occurs uniformly in all
polarisations and that the material gain is also polarisation independent. Hence the
generated ASE is equally distributed in TE & TM polarisations. The challenge,
therefore, is to find a scheme which that would generate dominantly TE or dominantly
ii

TM ASE, and yet be easy to fabricate.

Rays and Rate Equations analysis is used to model the device. A computationally
efficient model for stripe contact semiconductor optical devices is designed and used
to obtain design guidelines for the “V”-geometry device, which is taking benefits and
advantages to design a polarisation-selective ee-LED device. Simulation results from
the model are shown.
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1. Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Optical sources are now used in a wide range of applications such as in Optical
Coherence Tomography (OCT) technology, [1-2],
in fiber gyroscopes, [4],

and, of course,

OCT in medicine and biology, [3],

is used

for optical communication

applications, [5-7]. Semiconductor optical devices are perhaps, by far, in most
common use these days.

A general introduction to semiconductor optical sources is given in Sec.1.2. Sec.1.3
presents a basic description of superluminescent Light Emitting Diodes (s-LEDs) and
their diverse applications. Finally, a layout of the thesis is given in Sec.1.4.

1.2

Semiconductor Optical Sources

The semiconductor optical source is often considered to be the active component in an
optical fiber communication system. Its fundamental function is to convert electrical
energy in the form of a current into optical energy (Light) in an efficient manner,
which allows the light output to be effectively launched or coupled into an optical
fiber, [8]. Although gas and solid-state coherent optical sources were developed
initially, the advent of semiconductor optical devices has truly heralded in
optoelectronics/photonics with optical communication arguably providing the jewel in
1
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the crown. The main reason why semiconductor-optoelectronics is proving to be
successful is because it provides for very much more robust compact, light-weight
and efficient devices. There are two types of optical sources that provide the
electrical-optical conversion: in a semiconductor, Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation (LASER), and Light Emitting Diode (LED). There are two
types of LEDs: surface-emitting LED and edge-emitting LED (ee-LED). When an
ee-LED operates at high Injection Currents the quasi-coherent optical power output
from the LED can approach that of the coherent output from injection lasers; this is
the case called superluminescent-LED (ee-s-LED). Typically, laser diodes produce
highly polarised coherent optical output power. By contrast, in general, LEDs produce
incoherent and unpolarised optical output. .

Today, LEDs are everywhere, in many shapes and forms, and cover a wide range of
applications from indicator lights and solid-state lighting, [9], to optical coherence
tomography in biology, medicine and, increasingly, applications in cosmetics. The
need for LEDs is growing rapidly because of their particular attractive characteristics;
e.g., the high coherence output of laser diodes leading to undesirable speckle patterns
in many applications is avoided when illuminated with LEDs that have incoherent
output. However, there are applications where, e.g., the highly polarised light from
laser diodes is required but this feature is not usually available with
bulk-semiconductor material LED sources. Although quantum-well material
inherently has highly polarisation selective gain which can be used to produce
polarisation enhanced LEDs, from the viewpoint of cost and higher optical power
requirements the bulk material has advantages. In this context the main focus in this
project is to investigate simple, practical designs for bulk-semiconductor ee-s-LEDs
which will produce highly polarised optical outputs.
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Superluminescent Diodes

The details of a ee-s-LED will be discussed later on in this thesis but it is informative
to mention here that the device is almost the same in structure to a stripe contact
edge-emitting Laser-diode, Fig.1.1. The main difference is that in the LED the stripe,
injection contact is made only over a part of the length of the semiconductor chip, so
that the remaining length of the semiconductor is ‘un-pumped’ and is therefore highly
absorbent to the light that is generated in the pumped (optical gain) region and
propagates into the unpumped region; the essential point being that the light in the
LED effectively ‘sees’ only one, the front, reflective facet of the chip. As will be
discussed in detail later, if even one of the facet reflectivities of a region with optical
gain is (ideally) zero then the lasing condition cannot happen. However, if the pumped
region of the LED is long and the device is pumped in to a level of high optical gain
then the output characteristics of the LED begins to increasingly approach that of the
ee-Laser diode.

A schematic of the essential multi-layer structure of a present-day

ee-LED is shown in Fig.1.2.

Figure 1.1 Top view device structure difference for Laser and LED; w is stripe width and L is
stripe length
3
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Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of a typical structure of an edge-emitting superluminescent diode;
w is stripe width and L is stripe length and d is the active layer thickness

For example, superluminescent diodes are now used extensively for optical coherence
tomography to do medical tissue imaging, [10], related to skin diagnostics and
cosmetics

measurement,

[11];

in

fibre

optic

gyroscopes,

[12].

Further,

polarisation-sensitive OCT, [13], is used in sensor systems, such as in aircraft
maintenance to detect discontinuities on aircraft structure, components and installed
engine, [14]. A massive effort is presently under way to replace all traditional lighting
with LEDs, [15]; also LED illumination in space applications has been widely applied
in the past few years, [16].

Reliability, efficiency, low heat output and low cost has attracted the use of LEDs as
the optical source in an increasing number of areas. As mentioned above, one of the
LED applications is to use on cosmetics measurement, which is to control the quality
of those cosmetics that require techniques that depend on more than just ordinary
reflectance, like lip sticks, foundation creams, shampoo and nail polish. The
traditional colour-measuring devices (colorimeters and spectrophotometers) are
designed to come into contact with the sample, but products such as lip sticks are
non-drying, sticky or translucent, [11]. Therefore, X-Rite Ltd. of Grandville, Mich.,
have designed a more cost-effective solution with built-in light sources which
4
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illuminate the sample, and detectors measure the intensity of reflected light at various
wavelengths, [11]. Another company, Moritex Corp. of Tokyo, which has been making
instruments for studying the appearance and condition of human skin and hair, has
developed a product called i-Scope, which use a white LED light source to show the
condition of the hair and scalp to provide detailed analysis of hair cuticles and keratin
cells, [11].

1.4

Thesis Layout

This thesis describes the development and study of polarisation-selective
edge-emitting light emitting diodes (ee-LEDs). All the ee-LEDs optimised throughout
the research work is bulk material active layer semiconductor device. In Chapter-2 a
description of basic principles of interaction of light, optical emissions from
semiconductor (e.g. band structure, p-n junction and DH structure) and optical gain
follow by an introduction of general relevant electromagnetic theories including
Maxwell’s equations, wave equations and wave reflection and transmission.
Importantly, in this chapter we have made a clear definition of polarisations for
general plane wave polarisation and polarisations in slab dielectric waveguide, to
avoid further confusion. We have also given a brief introduction of the Snell’s and the
Fresnel’s equations with a more detailed discussion of the Brewster angle in this
section, where the Brewster angle plays a key factor throughout the project.

Chapter-3 contains a study of ee-LEDs with stripe contact perpendicular to the front
facet. A general introduction of the multi-layer structure is given in Sec.3.1, followed
by detailed discussion of the Rate Equation. Special attention is given to the
approximation of the N = N constant, where N is a weighted average constant
carrier density. This N approximation enabled a simple mathematical method to
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solve the Rays and Rate Equation, as N will be the only unknown variable in the
Rate Equations. A self iterative model has been built to determine the value of N .
Simulation result presented the tests that have been verified whether the self iterative
model is working reasonable.

In Chapter-4, the approximate analysis of the “V”-shaped stripe (V-stripe) ee-LED is
introduced and the V-stripe is designed to achieve single polarised output. The
“V”-geometric design has utilised the phenomenon of the Brewster angle, to develop
a simple polarisation-selective ee-LED device. The computational model built for the
approximate analysis of the V-stripe is described and examined. The development of
the V-stripe is an improvement/optimisation from the angled stripe. Because for the
angled stripe, the transmitted signal at stripe angle being equal to the Brewster angle
is not purely single/TM polarisation, thus it is not good enough for some applications
that only want a single polarisation signal; and also the reflected signal from the
angled stripe is directly reflected into the absorbing/“umpumped” region, hence it is
essential to have a second stripe to maintain/generate the reflected signal.

A refined analysis of the V-stripe is explained in Chapter-5, which is a modified and
improved model to the approximate analysis of the V-stripe model from Chapter-4. In
the refined model we have added the affect of angular distribution of intensities on top
of the approximate analysis. A computational model has also been built and examined.
This

model

provides

a more realistic simulation

of the “V”-geometric

polarisation-selective stripe. Finally, the simulation results for the optimised
polarisation-selective bulk material active layer semiconductor ee-LED will be
presented.

Finally, conclusions that have been drawn from the research work are presented in
Chapter-6, along with suggestion for future work.
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2. Chapter 2:
Basic Principles

2.1

Introduction

The chapter contains the basic principles relevant to this project. First of all, it
presents a discussion of the basic concepts of light (photon) emission and absorption
in Sec.2.2, and then it presents the explanation of the structure of optical source
semiconductor and its characteristics in Sec.2.4. This is followed by a general
introduction of relevant simple electromagnetic (EM), such as optical fields and EM
wave in Sec.2.5, and most importantly in Sec.2.6, we will explain wave reflection and
transmission, especially the definition of polarisations. We have clearly defined the
polarisation in general plane waves and in slab dielectric waveguide, to avoid
confusion. In between the explanation for polarisations in plane wave and in slab
dielectric waveguide, we also discuss the characteristics of the Brewster angle and its
advantage to this project design. Finally in the last section, we will introduce the
confinement factor, which is considered as a fraction of the optical field.

2.2

Absorption and Emission of Radiation

The interaction of light with matter takes place in discrete packets of energy or quanta,
called photons, [1]. From Quantum Mechanics considerations Max Planck established
that light at a particular wavelength, λ0 (or f ) ( λ0 is the vacuum wavelength and
f is frequency), can be considered as photons corresponding to energy E = hf , where
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h = 6.624 × 10 −27 (erg .s ) = 6.624 × 10−31 ( Joules.s ) is Planck’s constant, [1].
The interaction of photons with a medium which is representable by a simple two
level atomic system, [1], is shown in Fig.2.1. Such interactions are strictly analysed
using quantum mechanics. However, as in classical mechanics, the concepts of
momentum and energy conservation still apply.

A basic example of the application of the above momentum and energy conservation
laws is presented here with reference to photon interaction with electrons in a simple
two level atomic system, Fig.2.1, which represents the medium in this case.

To satisfy energy conservation, for absorption it therefore follows, that only photons
of energy,
E = hf ≥ ( E2 − E1 )

(2.1)

will be absorbed in the medium; for photons with E = hf < ( E2 − E1 ) , the medium
will appears transparent. Similarly, an electron making a downward transition from
energy level E2 to energy level E1 will emit a photon of frequency f , such that,
hf = E2 − E1 .

(2.2)

In this example, it is assumed that the momentum of the electron is not changed when
it moves from one energy level to the other. Since it is also known that a photon has
negligible momentum, it follows that momentum conservation is satisfied in photon
interaction with this medium.
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Figure 2.1 Energy state diagrams showing: (a) absorption; (b) spontaneous emission; (c)
stimulated emission. The black dot indicates the state of the atom before and after a
transition takes place

In the case of absorption, an incident photon of energy hv = E2 − E1 will produce an
upward transition of the electron and the photon will be totally absorbed. The electron
would initially be in the lower energy state E1 as show in Fig.2.1(a) above.

Interestingly and very importantly, two kinds of emission processes are possible. The
first, spontaneous emission, is the most commonly occurring, Fig.2.1(b); it occurs in
the situation of an electron initially in the higher energy state E 2 , spontaneously
(randomly) falls to the lower energy level thereby emitting a corresponding photon.
Such emissions from different atoms are about the same in wavelength (frequency),
but they are in general otherwise incoherent. That is, they do not, in general, have the
same phase, polarisation, and direction of propagation.
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Stimulated emission is coherent emission where electrons located at the higher energy
level E 2 makes a transition to the lower energy level E1 , Fig.2.1(c), are
synchronized to the incident photon. The photons generated from such emission are
coherent. They have the same wavelength, phase, polarisation and direction of
propagation as the incident photon. If there are more photons emitted than the incident
photon, there is optical gain.

2.3

Population Inversion

In the 2-level (gas) system, under the condition of particles in thermal equilibrium,
which for gases is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the lower energy
level E1 of the two level atomic systems contains more atoms than the upper energy
level E 2 . This is the usual situation at room temperature, [1], Fig.2.2(a).

Figure 2.2 Populations in a two energy level system: a) Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a
system in thermal equilibrium; b) a nonequilibrium distribution showing population
inversion, [1]
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Population inversion is the condition to create a nonequilibrium distribution of atoms
such that the number of atoms in the upper energy level is greater than that in the
lower energy level. Thus, the atoms must be excited into the upper energy level E 2
and hence obtain a nonequilibrium distribution, as illustrated in Fig.2.2(b); this
process is achieved by optical “pumping” and is important to achieve optical gain.

2.4

Optical Emission from Semiconductor

2.4.1

Crystalline Semiconductor

Although gas and solid-state coherent optical sources were developed initially, the
development of semiconductor optical devices has truly made a huge improvement in
optoelectronics/photonics for optical communications. The main reason why
semiconductor-optoelectronics is proving to be successful is because it provides for
very much more robust, compact, light-weight and efficient devices.

Predominantly, the semiconductor material used for electronic devices are crystalline
solids, [1]; it is well known that crystalline solids have a periodic lattice structure- the
nuclei of the atoms of the media are periodically located and the outer shell electrons
of the atoms are under the influence of all atoms; so, very large numbers of atoms are
very close to each other. Electron orbits of one atom are strongly influenced by other
atoms. Electrons must be considered quantum mechanically as waves and interaction
of a large set of periodic atoms has to be included. Such analysis leads to a compact
description of a crystalline solid in terms of energy bands and band-gaps.
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2.4.2

Band Structure

For a crystalline semiconductor the valence band is the lower energy level and the
conduction band is the higher energy level, shown in Fig.2.3,

Figure 2.3 Energy band structure of intrinsic semiconductor, showing an equal number of
electrons and holes in the conduction band and the valence band respectively

Electrons located in the valence band can be raised to the conduction band if
sufficient energy is available. On the other hand, electrons initially located in the
conduction band drop to the valence band by releasing the energy difference as an
optical emission.

For the semiconductor, the pass-band implies that electrons can exist in valence and
conduction band regions but they cannot exist in the band-gap region. There are two
classes of semiconductor. One is where the minimum of the conduction band is
directly above the maximum of the valence band and both conduction and valence
band have the same k value (crystal momentum); this is called direct band-gap
semiconductor, such as GaAs. Thus recombination is easily possible (Fig.2.4(a)). In
the case of the minimum of the conduction band displaced from the maximum of the
valence band, having different values of k , this is know as indirect band-gap
semiconductor (Fig.2.4(b)), such as Si and Ge.
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Figure 2.4 Energy momentum diagrams showing the types of transition: (a) Direct band gap
semiconductor; (b) Indirect band gap semiconductor

EFC and EFV are the Fermi level for conduction band and valence band, that will be
discussed in the following section. In order to produce electroluminescence it is
necessary to select an appropriate semiconductor material. The most useful materials
for this purpose are direct band-gap semiconductors, [2].

In direct band-gap semiconductors, when the electron-hole recombination process
occurs, the momentum of the electron in the conduction band remains virtually
constant

and

energy

is

released,

which

corresponds

to

the

band-gap

energy E g = Ec − Ev ( where Ec represent the energy in conduction band and
Ev represent the energy in valence band), may be emitted as light. Therefore the direct
band-gap semiconductors are very suitable for optical devices. But in an indirect
band-gap semiconductor, a photon has very small momentum, an incident photon of
hf ≥ E g will have a very small chance of being absorbed or emitted since the
conservation of momentum could not be satisfied, that means the indirect band-gap
semiconductors have poor optical interaction. Apart from the energy and momentum
conservation requirements, upward (absorption) or downward (emission) transitions
need two other obvious conditions to be satisfied. Namely a filled lower energy level
(valence band) and a relatively empty upper energy level (conduction band) are
needed for absorption to occur. Similarly, a filled conduction band and a relatively
empty valence band are needed for emissi on to occur.
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2.4.3

The p-n Junction

In order to allow consideration of semiconductor optical sources, a review some of the
properties of semiconductor materials is necessary, especially with regard to the
p − n junction. A p − n junction diode can be constructed as a homojunction in its
simplest form, using an abrupt change between P − and n − type regions in a single
piece of semiconductor [5], there are electrons in the n − type material and holes in
the p − type , Fig.2.5(a).

Figure 2.5 p-n junction formation

When the two pieces are brought into contact, electrons from the n − region near the
interface diffuse into the p − side , leaving behind a layer which is positively charged
by the donors. Similarly, holes diffuse in the opposite direction, leaving behind a
negatively charged layer stripped of holes. The resulting junction region then contains
practically no mobile charge carriers, and the fixed charges of the dopant atoms create
a potential barrier acting against a further flow of electrons and holes, known as the
depletion region, Fig.2.5(b).
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In practice, the dynamics of junction formation are irrelevant to the operation of the
device [5], and the situation needed to be considered is p − n junction in equilibrium.
Fig.2.6 shows an energy band diagram for a p − n junction in equilibrium, where the
Fermi levels in the p-type and n-type sides are equal.

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of p-n junction in equilibrium

EF is Fermi level and it is only a mathematical parameter but it gives an indication
of the distribution of carriers within the material. When the Fermi level is in
equilibrium, a barrier has formed to prevent electrons and holes from diffusing to the
opposite type region.

Applied bias will allow electrons to diffuse, and be injected into the p-side. When the
n-type side is more negative than the p-type side, it is known as the forward bias
condition and if n-type side is more positive than the p-type side, it is the reverse bias
condition. A forward biased p − n junction allows electrons and holes across the
junction to form inversion population in the depletion region, illustrated in Fig.2.7,

Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of a forward bias p-n junction
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EFC is the Fermi level for electrons and EFV is the Fermi level for holes. Inversion
population could be achieved by optical pumping use (incoherent) optical signal with
hv > Eg to move electrons in large numbers into the conduction band. Forward
biased p − n junction is most common and conveniently establishes an inversion
population density. Large doping densities are better for achieving inversion
population, thus more light emission can be produced.

2.4.4

Double-Heterostructure Material

According to the definition, the simplest type of junction is a homojunction, where on
either side of a junction they have the same material (same bandgap), and a junction
between two different bandgap semiconductor is known as heterojunction. A
semiconductor device structure that has junctions between different band-gap
materials is called heterostructure device (HD), [2]. In a p − n junction, although it
can have electron injection and can produce light emission, but as the depletion layer
is too thick, the corresponding carrier density is small, thus it is not efficient to
generate light emission. In order to utilise the injection electrons, using a narrow
depletion layer can have higher carrier density to enable a more effective
recombination process. Also optical field confinement is desired to increase
stimulated emission. To achieve a thinner effective depletion layer, which is usually
called the active layer, the Double-Heterostructure (DH) material is used. DH
structure has two sets of different band-gap materials; it forms a perfect thin active
layer due to the different material fraction, hence can increase the intensity of the
output light, illustrated in Fig.2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Energy band gap diagram of a forward biased double heterostructure material

E g1,2,3 are different bandgaps, EFC is the Fermi level for electrons and EFV is the
Fermi level for holes. The active layer is very thin, typically is about 0.2 µ m , as the
refractive index of a semiconductor material depends on its band-gap, the wider the
band-gap semiconductor the lower the refractive index, fortunately the chemical
element Al on both side of the active region appears to have produced a refractive
index bump, which reflect both electrons and holes back into the active layer, also
enabled room temperature continuous-wave (CW) operation. With such a thin active
region in a DH structure material it is very effective interaction for carriers and
photons, because it provides large carrier density, where the photon field is
concentrated within the same region. Also optical field confinement is desired so an
increase in optical energy density (to increase stimulated emission) can be achieved.

Most of the LEDs are fabricated with a double heterostructure, which when
implemented means the resulting carrier and optical confinement reduce the Injection
Currents and hence obtain higher efficiencies.

2.4.5

Optical Gain

In order to increase the optical energy, refer to Fig.2.9, the rate of electron transition
will need to satisfy energy momentum conservation and also need to have the
corresponding states occupied and vacant for the transitions to occur, especially the
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downward transition, which produce spontaneous emission and stimulated emission.
Optical gain depends on net stimulated emission, where
Net stimulated emission = Stimulation emission - Absorption
The details of calculating the rates of optical emission can be referred to as the
occupation equation. So when net stimulation emission is greater then zero, it is
possible to have optical gain, while spontaneous emission is always happening.
The optical gain in the material active layer represented as g mat ( N , E ) is the
macroscopic representation of the net stimulated emission rate, produced by inversion
population density, N . A very simplified linear approximation for material gain is,

g mat ( N , E ) = A0 ( E ) [ N − N tr ( E )]

(2.3)

where E is the energy of photon, and A0 ( E ) , N tr ( E ) are values that locally best
fit the actual gain curves, when g mat = 0 at N = N tr , the inversion population
density for transparency.

A realistic optical (material) gain spectrum in a semiconductor is as shown in Fig.2.9,
[3], [4]. In this thesis, the main interests are the peak values of gain since the

calculations do not involve wavelength spectrum.

Figure 2.9 Optical gain spectrum in semiconductor
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Optical Fields and Electromagnetic Waves

In classical theory, the laws of electricity and magnetism are described by Maxwell’s
equations, which in effect are a set of relations linking the values of a number of
quantities that describe electric and magnetic fields, [5].
In general time dependent form, Maxwell’s equations are:
∂B
∇ × E = −
∂t

(2.4)

∂D
∂D
∇ × H = J +
= σ E +
∂t
∂t

(2.5)

∇ ⋅ B = 0

(2.6)

∇ ⋅ D = ρ

(2.7)

∇ is a vector differential operator depending of the spatial co-ordinates, [6]; E and

H are the electric and magnetic field vectors in time dependence respectively; D
and B are the electric displacement and the magnetic flux vectors in time
dependence respectively; where D = ε 0ε E ; B = µ0 µ H ; J is conduction current
density ( A / cm 2 ); charge density is ρ ( coulombs / cm3 ); ε 0 = 8.8510−12 ( F / m) is the
permittivity of free space and ε is the relative permittivity of the medium;

µ0 = 4π 10−7 (henry / m) is the permeability of free space and µ is the relative
permeability of the medium.

In a medium with constant real relative permittivity, ε , relative permeability µ ,
J = 0, ρ = 0 , and assuming harmonic time dependence ( e jωt ), the Maxwell’s equation
become:
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∇⋅E = 0

(2.8)

∇⋅H = 0

(2.9)

∇ × E = − jωµ0 µ H

(2.10)

∇ × H = jωε 0ε E

(2.11)

where all fields have been represented as F ( x, y, z , t ) = F ( x, y, z ) exp( jωt ) ,

ω=

2π c

λ0

= 2π v is the angular frequency; v is the signal frequency, and λ0 is the

vacuum wavelength.

The most basic but an important fundamental wave solution from Maxwell’s equation
corresponds to that of a Plane Wave ( PW ); a simple definition of an Electromagnetic
plane wave ( EM − PW ) is one which has no field variation in the plane perpendicular
to the direction of wave propagation. Specifically, assuming PW propagation along
the z − axis it follows that there is no variation along the x − and y − axis , that is,
∂ x ≡ 0 and ∂ y ≡ 0 which implies that F ( x, y, z ) = F ( z ) .

For this simplified, special case, Maxwell’s equations, Eq.(2.8)–(2.11), yield the one
dimensional wave equation，
d 2 F ( z)
+ k02 µε F ( z ) = 0
2
dz
where F ( z ) is any non-zero field component, k02 = ω 2ε 0 µ0 ;

λ0
c=

(2.12)

k0 = ω ε 0 µ 0 =

2π

λ0

,

is the vacuum wavelength and the velocity of light in vacuum is
1

µ 0ε 0

= 3 × 108 (m / s ) .The solution to Eq.(2.12) is,
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F ( z , t ) = Ae j (ωt − kz ) + Be j (ωt + kz )

(2.13)

where k 2 = k02 µε ; k = k0 µε .

If ω and k are positive then the first and second terms on the right hand side (RHS)
of Eq.(2.13) represents forward and reverse travelling waves respectively where k
corresponds to the propagation constant of the PW .
Phase velocity, v p =

ω
k

vp =

=

ω
c
=
, therefore
µε
k0 µε

c
n

(2.14)

where n = µε is refractive index of material. For non-magnetic material, µ = 1 ,
then the refractive index,
n= ε

where

(2.15)

and

k
=n= ε
k0

(2.16)

ε is the refractive index of the homogenous medium.

For this wave, Eq.(2.13), the use of Maxwell’s equations yields H z = 0; E z = 0
which is an intrinsic property of PWs – that is, there are no field components in the
direction of propagation. It also follows from Maxwell’s equations that the electric
and magnetic field components are orthogonal to one another. For the chosen
co-ordinate system it is convenient and complete to consider two basic, independent
configurations (polarizations), E x with H y and E y with H x and they are related,
Ex = ZH y and E y = − ZH x , Z =

µ 
, Z 0 =  0  , for µ = 1 .
ε
 ε0 

Z0
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2.6

Wave Reflection and Transmission

2.6.1

Plane Wave Polarisation

A Plane Wave ( PW ) in general is one which has no variation of any of its physical
components in the plane transverse to the direction of propagation. If this special
feature is applied to electro-magnetic ( EM ) PWs it follows from the theory
(Maxwell’s equations, see Sec.2.5) that there is no electric ( E ) or magnetic ( H ) field
components in the direction of wave propagation. More formally, the PW is
referred to as a Transverse Electro-Magnetic ( TEM ) wave - that is, a wave which has
Non-Zero electric and magnetic field components only along axes transverse to the
direction of propagation. The theory also establishes that the non-zero, transverse, E
and H field components must be perpendicular to each other. It is further possible to
show from the theory that, strictly speaking, EM

PWs can exist only in a

homogenous medium (in which the material properties have no spatial variation along
the transverse axes).

Consider the rectangular co-ordinate system, x, y, z , Fig.2.10(a). In general a PW
could propagate along any straight line in this 3-dimensional space. To be more
specific, however, assume that the PW propagates along the z-axis; in that case the
EM PW wave will have Ez = H z = 0 with the non-zero field components in the
x − y plane. Thus, for example, there could be E x with H y or E y with H x , or
any combination of these two basic sets which satisfy Maxwell’s equations. Any other
permissible non-zero field components associated with this PW can be decomposed
in to these two basic sets. Similarly, if the PW propagates along the x − axis then

Ex = H x = 0 , and the non-zero fields will be in the y − z plane. In electromagnetics
the direction of the total electric field defines the polarization of the signal (wave).
Thus, for the PW propagating along the z − axis , the two basic polarizations are
linearly polarized along the x-axis and linearly polarized along the y − axis .
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Figure 2.10 Rectangular co-ordinate system, x, y, z, where

xˆ, y, zˆ are the modified orthogonal

co-ordinate system for PWs travel at some angle to the z-axis

If, however, the PW propagates along a line on the x − z plane but at some angle to
the z − axis , Fig.2.10(b), then, for ease of understanding, it is convenient to consider
a modified orthogonal co-ordinate system, xˆ, y, zˆ , where, now, the wave propagates
along the ẑ − axis . Then, from the properties of PWs presented above, it follows
that E zˆ = H zˆ = 0 and the two basic sets of non-zero field components will be E x̂
with H y or E y with H x̂ (any other permissible non-zero field components for
such a PW can be decomposed in to these two basic types). So, for this case the two
basic categories are PWs linearly polarized along the x̂ − axis and linearly
polarized along the y − axis . Importantly note that a non-zero E x̂ can itself be
decomposed in to E x and E z so that the PW linearly polarized along the

x̂ − axis will, in terms of the x, y, z , co-ordinate system, have E x , H y , Ez , as the
non-zero components. Similarly, the PW polarized signal along the y − axis will
have H x , E y , H z , as the non-zero field components. This form of notation of PW
fields becomes more suitable for the analysis of reflection and refraction of

EM

fields from an abrupt, plane interface.
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Consider, for example, an abrupt interface defined by the x − y plane, z = z0 ;

that

is, at least one or more of the electromagnetic properties (magnetic permeability – µ ,
electrical

permittivity – ε , and electrical conductivity – σ ) of the medium in the

region z < z0

are different from those in the region z > z0 . Further consider a PW

propagating in the region z < z0 along a straight line in the x − y plane at an angle
to z − axis , that is incident on the plane z = z0 , Fig 2.10.

Figure 2.11 PW propagating in the x-y plane at an angle to z-axis

Following prevalent custom, the Plane of Incidence ( PoI ) is defined as that formed
by the line perpendicular to the abrupt interface and the line of incidence. In this case,
therefore, the PoI is the x − z plane. This clearly defines a problem for the
analysis of reflection and refraction of a EM PW from an abrupt interface. The
Fresnel’s equations pertinent to this analysis are shown in Sec.2.6.3, detailed
discussions can be referred to reference, [6]; but here it is important to indicate the
two primarily different cases that prevail.

The first case is when the electric field of the PW is perpendicular to the PoI and
the second case is when the electric field is parallel to the PoI ; that is, the incident

PWs are characterized as being perpendicularly or parallel polarized (with respect to
the

PoI ). In this particular example, therefore, perpendicular polarization

corresponds to E y as the only non-zero field component while for parallel
polarization E x and E z are the non-zero electric field components. In the context
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of reflection and refraction of PWs the most important point to note is that for:
a) Perpendicular polarization the non-zero electric field is totally tangential to the
plane of the abrupt interface;
b) Parallel polarization a component of the non-zero electric field is normal
(perpendicular) to the plane of the abrupt interface.
The importance of this categorization follows from the Fresnel equations analysis and
is summarized here as case b) exhibits total transmission at the Brewster angle of
incidence while case a) does not.

2.6.2

Snell’s Law and Total Internal Reflection

To consider the propagation of light, where a plane wave travels at an angle to an
abrupt interface, as shown in Fig.2.12.

Figure 2.12 Plane wave travelling at an angle to an abrupt interface

where θ I , θ R , θT

are incident angle, reflected angle and transmitted angle,

respectively; na , nb are refractive index for medium a and b.

Snell’s law gives the relationship between angles of incidence and refraction for a
wave impinging on an interface between two media with different indices of
refraction, resulting in

na sin θ I = nb sin θT

(2.17)
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When n2 > n1 Total Internal Reflection (TIR) can occur, the transmitted angle is
greater then the incident angle, when the refraction angle θt reaches 90° , this is
where total internal reflection occurs, which is given by
sin TIR =

2.6.3

n2
n1

(2.18)

Brewster Angle

The behaviour of the electric and magnetic fields in between two media at a boundary
can be governed by rules called boundary conditions, [2], which are obtained from
Ampere’s Law and Gauss’s Law. The boundary condition indicates that the tangential
electric ( E ) and magnetic ( H ) field component is continuous across the interface,
also that the normal component of the magnetic flux density ( B ) and electric
displacement vector ( D) are continuous across the interface, which mans for a normal
incident plane wave, the electric and magnetic fields are both always tangential to the
boundary regardless of the wave polarisation.

Applying the boundary condition for the electromagnetic wave at y = 0 , the reflected
and transmitted waves can be found in terms of the incident wave. Consequently, the
reflection and incident angle must equal, in order to satisfy the boundary condition,
where θi = θ r . Therefore by obeying Snell’s Law n1 sin θ i = n2 sin θt , the angle for
incident and transmitted waves can be found. Subsequently, by using Fresnel’s
equation, a simple relationship between incident angle and media refractive index
(n1 , n2 ) can be found. The Fresnel reflection coefficient for perpendicular ( E⊥ ) and
parallel ( E ) polarisations are given by Eq.(2.19) and Eq.(2.20), [2],
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cos θi − [n 2 − sin 2 θi ]1/2
cos θ i + [n 2 − sin 2 θ i ]1/ 2

(2.19)

[n 2 − sin 2 θi ]1/2 − n 2 cos θi
[n 2 − sin 2 θ i ]1/2 + n 2 cos θ i

(2.20)

r⊥ =

r =

where n = n2 / n1 , θi is the incident angle.

For n1 > n2 , as the incident angle increases, reflectivity for parallel polarisation
(r ) will eventually become zero at an angle called the Brewster angle, Fig.2.13 shows
a typical Brewster angle curve by using the interface between the semiconductor
gallium arsenide ( GaAs = n1 = 3.6 ) and air ( n2 = 1 ),:

Figure 2.13 Reflectivities of a GaAs/air interface for two polarisations against incident angle θi

For parallel polarisation, the reflectivity first decreases slowly with angle of incidence
to zero at the Brewster angle ( 15.5° for GaAs/air interface, [7]), and then the
reflectivity increases dramatically to the critical angle (Total Internal Reflection, as
defined by Snell’s Law). For the perpendicular polarisation, the reflectivity increases
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continuously with incident angle until it reaches the same angle of critical angle as for
the parallel polarisation. The power reflection coefficient, reflectance ( R ) is calculate
by R⊥ = r⊥
tan θ B =

2

2

and R = r . The Brewster angle from Eq.(2.20) is given by

n2
.
n1

2.6.4

Optical confinement in DH semiconductor material
--- Slab Dielectric Waveguide

The DH material is used primarily for efficient (inversion population) carrier
confinement in the ‘active’ (optical gain) region, core layer of the multilayer
semiconductor material. But this also provides a very advantageous feature with
respect to optical confinement since it turns out that the refractive index of the core
layer is slightly larger than the adjacent, cladding layers. Hence, total internal
reflection between the core and cladding layers is possible and this leads to the
existence of optically confined bound modes corresponding to slab dielectric
waveguides, [7]. The intention in this section is to provide a simple description of the
slab-waveguide non-zero field components and their spatial distributions so that the
relevant issues of reflection and refraction of waveguide fields at an abrupt interface
can be presented, as has been done above for ideal PWs .

Referring to the Fig.2.14, the planes of the multi-layer material are perpendicular to
the y − axis and consider first that the signal propagation direction of the waveguide
structure is along the longitudinal, z − axis . For this configuration there is no field
variation along the x − axis ; there is a confined (bound mode) field distribution along
the y − axis and a propagating field distribution along the z − axis , [6].
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Figure 2.14 Schematic diagram analysing the wave propagating in DH semiconductor
respectively to the PW propagating in x-z plane; where (1) represents PW propagating
parallel to z-axis and (2) represents PW propagating at an angle to z-axis

Similarly to that with the case of the PWs , there are two basic, independent
polarizations that can be supported. One is referred to as the Transverse Electric
(TE ) z and the other is Transverse Magnetic (TM ) z . As with PWs the notation
indicates that for TE there is no electric field component along the propagation axis (z,
in this case), so that Ez = 0 ; similarly for TM, H z = 0 . Proper analysis using
Maxwell’s equations (see Sec.2.5, and reference [7]), yields that the only non-zero
field components for TE are E x , H y , H z , while those for TM are H x , E y , Ez .

Further, it can be shown that for typical DH semiconductor materials the H z and

E z components of the mode fields are much smaller than the two corresponding
lateral ( x ) and transverse ( y ) components. Therefore, the TE polarization
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approximates to parallel and the TM to perpendicular (to PoI ) polarizations for

PWs . There remains, however, the issue of field variation along the y − axis . A
non-zero field component for a mode in a slab dielectric waveguide (refer to Fig.2.14)
may be represented as,

F ( x, y, z ) = f ( y ) exp(− j β z )

(2.21)

where f ( y ) is the mode-profile and β is the propagation constant of the mode,
similar to the propagation constant k for the PW , Eq.2.13 .

Since µ = 1 , as for PWs , define,

β
k0

= n ff = ε ff

(2.22)

where ε ff is the effective relative permittivity and n ff is the effective refractive
index for that mode. That is, this mode in the multilayer media may be viewed as a

PW propagating in a homogeneous media of ε = ε ff and n = n ff .

2.6.5

Confinement Factor

In the DH structure semiconductor material active layer the optical field propagates as
a mode in a symmetric slab dielectric waveguide (Fig.2.15) with the fundamental
(bound) mode field distribution along the vertical ( y − axis ) as shown. Note that the
typical field distribution is not totally confined to the core but also spreads into the
cladding layers. The confinement factor, Γ , is the fraction of the modal power in the
active layer compared to the total power in the whole mode. Clearly, 0 < Γ < 1 . From
modal theory it can be shown that at a given signal wavelength, Γ = Γ(d , ∆n) , where

d is the thickness of the core (active) layer and ∆n is the refractive index step
between the core and the cladding layers; Γ increases with increase in d and with
increase in ∆n .
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Figure 2.15 Optical field propagates as a mode in active layer

Since the inversion population (carrier) density, N , is confined to the active layer
and produces the material gain, g ( N ) , it is clear that the mode does not experience
the full material gain since only a fraction of the modal power is in the gain region.

From modal analysis it can be shown that to a very good approximation, [8],

g mod al ( N ) = Γ ⋅ g ( N ) − (1 − Γ) α fc

(2.23)

Hence, the modal gain is less then the material gain not only since Γ < 1 but also due
to free carrier absorption (α fc ) in the cladding layers. Typically, (α fc ) is quite
small compared to g ( N ) and so may be omitted in the first approximation.

The details of confinement factor calculation will not be discussed in this thesis.
However, very importantly, it is noted that Γ has different values for TE and TM
polarisation. In a bulk material active layer the material gain, g ( N ) ,

is almost the

same for TE and TM polarisation, but the modal gain ( g mod al ) is different due to the
difference in values for Γ e and Γ h . Therefore, the modal gain for TE polarisation is
written as:
ge ( N ) = Γe ⋅ g ( N )

(2.24)

and for TM polarisation, modal gain is:
gh ( N ) = Γh ⋅ g ( N )

(2.25)
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Summary

In this chapter, we have covered the background knowledge of this project. In Sec.2.1,
we have explained the interaction of light, in this section we have presented the light
generated process in a simple two level energy level system and follow by a
discussion of population inversion is in Sec.2.3. In Sec.2.4 we have introduced the
crystalline semiconductor (as this project is working on semiconductor ee-LEDs), the
band structure (where for the purpose of producing electroluminescence, direct
band-gap semiconductor material is preferred), the p-n junction and the DH structure,
which enabled effective carrier recombination process. We have also discussed the
optical gain ( g ), which is also known as the material gain.

Furthermore, later this project will involve wave analysis at the boundary. Therefore it
is essential for us to introduce the simple relevant electromagnetic (Maxwell’s
equation, wave equations), which is in Sec.2.5. In Sec.2.6 is the introduction of plane
wave reflection and transmission. In this section, we have explained the definition of
the polarisation for plane waves, followed by a brief introduction of Snell’s law, the
Fresnel’s law and the Brewster angle. Then we begin to explain the definition of the
polarisation in the slab dielectric waveguide, and the section finished with an
introduction of the confinement factor, which has different values for TE and TM
polarisation ( Γ e , Γ h ) and hence leads to a difference in modal gain for the two
polarisations ( g e , g h ).
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3. Chapter 3:
Edge-Emitting Light Emitting Diodes (ee-LEDs)
-- Stripe Perpendicular to the Front Facet

3.1

Introduction

The basic physics of optical absorption and emission in material media – in simple,
two-level atomic systems and in crystalline semiconductors - was presented in
Chapter-2.

The

use

of

p−n

junctions

and

the

more

sophisticated

double-heterojunctions as the means of efficiently achieving current injected
Population Inversion, and hence Optical Gain, were also presented in Chapter-2. The
present Chapter-3 begins with an introduction to the multi-layer structures that are in
practical use, Fig.3.1. Although various types of direct band-gap semiconductor
materials are in use (depending on the optical wavelength of interest), to be specific,
the Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) material system is referred to in this Chapter and
assumed to be the material of interest throughout this thesis. The energy band-gap of
GaAs is approximately 1.4eV and corresponds to an emission wavelength of
0.85µ m .

Referring to Fig.3.1, to begin with, there is the core layer, often referred to as the
Active-layer, since that is where the inversion population is concentrated, the
recombination and the optical emission occurs. This core layer is undoped-GaAs and
is typically 0.2 µ m thick. The adjacent top and bottom (along y − axis ) cladding
layers are P − − doped and n − − doped GaAlAs and are each typically 1.0µ m
thick. The slightly larger band-gap of GaAlAs compared to GaAs provides the
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injected carrier (electrons and holes) confinement in the active-layer. At the same time,
the lower refractive index of the top and bottom cladding (GaAlAs) layers creates the
3-layer slab dielectric waveguide that efficiently confines the optical energy in the
vertical ( y − axis ) direction while propagating along the longitudinal ( z − axis ) .
These three layers can be considered to be the essential three layers of the
double-heterostructure (DH) material needed for efficiently achieving optical gain.
However, from the viewpoint of making practical electrical contacts and mechanical
strength the heavily n −− − doped bottom contact (substrate) layer – typically about
50 µ m thick – provides mechanical strength and allows the making of good ohmic
metal contact. Similarly, the heavily p ++ − doped top contact layer which, however,
typically needs to be very thin, ~ 0.1µ m , to reduce current spreading, is sufficient to
make the good ohmic metal contact at the top. The other advantage of this layer being
very thin is that it reduces both electrical and thermal resistance and allows excellent
heat conduction when the top-contact is also connected to the heat-sink. Note the very
thin ( ~ 0.05µ m ) insulating oxide layer that is deposited on the top p ++ − doped
layer except for a window defining the narrow stripe width, w ( ~ 5 − 10 µ m ), and
length, L ( ~ 300 µ m ). The metal is deposited on this top oxide layer so that there is a
large area of metal (1mm × 1mm , which is the typical size of the chip) that gives
sufficient mechanical strength for wire bonds or a good heat-sink (when mounted
p − side down on to the heat sink fixture), while having a narrow current injection
area (ohmic contact) defined by the stripe window in the oxide.

Although not fundamental to device operation, the narrow stripe width, w , the
reduced current spreading, reduced electrical and thermal resistance and means of
good heat conduction actually enable the realistic, robust and reliable operation of the
present-day devices. The planar technology is very suitable for mass production and
hence reduced costs.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of a DH structure LED device

It is most important to recognize that not only is there carrier confinement vertically
(along y − axis ) in the thin active layer because of the DH structure, the narrow
stripe contact also provides carrier ‘confinement’ in the horizontal ( x − axis ) direction,
even though current spreading and carrier diffusion lead to a somewhat wider carrier
distribution in the active layer than the width of the stripe contact. (Note that the use
of a thin p ++ − doped top contact layer reduces current spreading.) Because of these
features even a small Injection Current ( ~ 50mA ) into the stripe contact produces a
large Injection Current density leading to a large inversion population density and
finally to a large optical gain in the small essential area of the active layer.

In this chapter, first we will introduce the use of Rate Equations in Sec.3.2; followed
by the Rate Equation analysis of the simplest, stripe contact ee-LED. A computational
model has been built to simulate the stripe contact light current characteristics;
simulation results are showed in Sec.3.3.
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Rate Equations

A description of the photon and inversion population densities in s-LEDs is presented
in terms of what is referred to as the Rate Equation, [1]. The Rate Equations are
essentially based on satisfying photon and carrier ‘conservation’ in the device and, as
can be expected, it follows that the photon and carrier density distributions are
interlinked (see below and Appendix-A). The empirical derivation of the Rate
Equation is presented in some detail in Appendix-A. All the work presented in this
thesis will be on Time Independent conditions hence only the time independent forms
of the Rate Equation are used in this thesis. Solving the Rate Equation yield the
required spatial variation of photons and the carriers for specified conditions, [2]. In
this Chapter it is shown that convenient, simple yet quite satisfactory solutions to the
Rate Equation can be obtained by starting with the assumption of a correspondingly
constant carrier density. This procedure is used to obtain quite general expressions for
the solutions to the Rate Equation that takes into consideration partial reflectivities
and specified inputs at the two ends of a finite length of the optically active region,
Fig.(3.2)

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of an optical cavity bound by parallel facets with reflectivity R0 and
RL. P(z), Q(z) are the travelling direction of photon densities; PI, QI are the external
input sources.
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Rsp ( N )
dP ( z )
= g ( N ) P( z ) + δ f
dz
v

(3.1)

Rsp ( N )
dQ( z )
= − g ( N )Q( z ) − δ r
dz
v

(3.2)

R (N )
J0
= g ( N )[ P( z ) + Q( z )] + sp
qdv
v

(3.3)

P ( z ) is the forward travelling photon density; Q( z ) is the reverse travelling photon
density; N ( z ) is the inversion population density; g ( N ) is the material gain in
units of length-1 and v is the velocity of photons in the medium; Rsp ( N ) is the
Spontaneous Recombination rate and δ f , δ r represent the fractions of spontaneous
emission in the forward and reverse directions respectively.

In semiconductors, which is the media of interest in this project, Fig.3.1, it is most
common to consider bi-molecular recombination so that
Rsp ( N ) = Br ( N + N d ) N

(3.4)

where N d is the doping density in the semiconductor and Br is the spontaneous
recombination coefficient, [1]. The two extreme cases for Eq.(3.4) are
if N << N d , then,

Rsp ( N ) ≈ ( Br N d ) N =

N

τ sp

(3.4a)

where τ sp = 1/ ( Br N d ) , is referred to as the spontaneous lifetime;
if N >> N d , then,

Rsp ( N ) ≈ Br N 2

(3.4b)

In this thesis the fraction of spontaneous emission into the forward and reverse
travelling photons, δ f , δ r , will be assumed to be constant (independent of z ).
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3.2.1

Use of The N = N Approximation

Although the Eq.(3.1)-(3.3) look simple, in general they actually represent a
non-linear system ( P, Q and N are interdependent), and even numerical solutions
for the set of equations are not easy to obtain. But, although slightly approximate, a
very much easier computation procedure is obtained by noting that if N is assumed
constant, N = N , then g ( N ) = g ( N ) = g , Rsp ( N ) = Rsp ( N ) = Rsp are also constants.
So, the formal solutions to Eq.(3.1), (3.2) are straightforward, Appendix-B-1, which
give the formal expressions for P ( z; N ) and Q ( z; N ) . Then using an integral of
Eq.(3.3) over the finite length, 0 < z < L , of the medium it is possible to obtain an
analytic expression with N as the only parameter which is conveniently solved
numerically, Appendix-B-1. It needs to be said that the N that is obtained from this
computation is not the spatial average of the correct N ( z ) over the length, L , of the
optically active region, but a weighted-average which yields the most accurate values
for the photon density distributions that can be obtained using a constant N .

The

flow chart for iteratively determining how this particular N is obtained is shown in
Fig.3.3 in the following section.

3.2.2

The Flow Chart for Iteratively Determining N

Eq.(3.3) is solved by using a numerical iteration scheme in which the carrier density
N is kept constant at each iteration. By applying this technique, it is possible to find

an analytic solution to Eq.(3.1) and (3.2). The iteration procedure is terminated when
the N value satisfies Eq.(3.3). The figure below is the flowchart diagram of the
model and analysis details of the model are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 3.3 Flowchart diagram of the numerical iteration scheme for finding the weighted average
carrier density value

3.2.3

Polarisation Decomposed Rate Equations

Since there is no significant wavelength dependency expected in the characteristics of
the device that is studied in this project, the Rate Equation are not spectrally
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decomposed. But the polarization of the optical waves play a crucial role in the
operation of the device and so the Rate Equations are decomposed into the two
orthogonal polarisations which are here loosely called TE (e) having field components,
E x , H y and TM (h) having field components H x , E y , refer to Fig.2.13. Using the

same photon and carrier ‘conservation’ requirements as applied in Appendix-A it
follows that the polarization decomposed Rate Equation are

for TE polarized photons:
Rsp ( N )
dPe ( z )
= g e ( N ) Pe ( z ) + δ f
dz
v
Rsp ( N )
dQe ( z )
= − g e ( N )Qe ( z ) + δ r
dz
v

(3.5)

(3.6)

for TM polarized photons:
Rsp ( N )
dPh ( z )
= g h ( N ) Ph ( z ) + δ f
dz
v

(3.7)

Rsp ( N )
dQh ( z )
= − g h ( N )Qh ( z ) + δ r
dz
v

(3.8)

and for the carriers :
Rsp ( N )
J
= g e [ Pe ( N ) + Qe ( N )] + g h [ Ph ( N ) + Qh ( N )] +
qdv
v

(3.9)

Pe , Ph represent the forward-travelling TE and TM polarized photon densities

respectively and Qe , Qh represent the reverse travelling TE and TM polarized
photons respectively; g e , g h are the optical gains for the TE and TM polarized
photons; v is the velocity of light in the medium; δ fe , δ fh are the fractions of the
total spontaneous emission in to the forward travelling TE and TM polarized photons
respectively; similarly, δ re , δ rh for the reverse travelling photons. In this thesis it is
assumed that δ fe = δ fh =

δf
2

and δ re = δ rh =

δr
2

.
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Note that the Eq.(3.4)-(3.8) are written in terms of constant N = N to enable a
simple solution procedure (as discussed in the previous Section).

3.3

Stripe Contact ee-LED Model

The Rate Equations are used to estimate the photon density distributions in a stripe
contact ee-LED. The active layer thickness, d , Fig.3.1, has already been specifically
considered in obtaining the carrier Rate Equation Eq.(3.8). The other important
parameter of the Rate Equation that is now specifically related to the ee-LED
structure are the δ f and δ r . First of all, it is clear that δ f = δ r = δ . From
Appendix-A, δ f = (∆Ω) f / 4π , Eq.(A5); where
∆Ω =

dA
R2

(3.10)

Considering the fraction of spontaneous emission in the vertical angle, Fig.3.4

Figure 3.4 Fraction of spontaneous emission in the (a) vertical angle, (b) horizontal angle, where
2φ
φc is the critical angle of total internal reflection; n1,2 are the refractive indices for
different materials; ∆θ is the horizontal angle; w, L are stripe width and length

Because of dA = 2 ⋅ R∆θ ⋅ R∆φc , hence Eq.(3.10) becomes,
∆Ω = 2 ⋅ ∆θ ⋅ ∆φc

Where φc = cos −1 (

n2
)
n1

(3.11)
(3.12)
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where ∆θ is the horizontal angle and ∆φc is the vertical angle, also it is the critical
angle for total internal reflection, Fig.3.4, which can be calculated from Snell’s Law.

Therefore, by submitting Eq.(3.12) into Eq.(3.11) and then submitted Eq.(3.11) into
Eq.(A.5), the fraction of spontaneous emission becomes:
cos −1 (n 2 / n1 ) × ∆θ
δ=
2π

(3.13)

A basic structure of the LED device has been discussed earlier in this chapter. A
typical top view of the ee-LED device is illustrated in Fig.3.5. In a bulk
semiconductor material the spontaneous emission is uniformly distributed not only in
spatial direction but also in the direction of polarisation. The material gain is not
polarisation-selective and hence the generated amplification of spontaneous emission
is equally distributed in the TE and TM polarizations. As defined in Chapter-2,
Sec.2.6, with the electric field components perpendicular to the plane of incident
( Ex , H y ) is the transverse electric (TE) polarisation and with the electric field
components parallel to the plane of incident ( H x , E y ) is the transverse magnetic (TM)
polarisation.

Figure 3.5 Top view of the stripe contact LED, where the dashed lines indicate rays we ignored in
the approximate calculation

A computer model has been built to predict the light output characteristics from a
single stripe contact ee-LED, where all light inside the stripe travel parallel to the
stripe axis, and perpendicular to the front facet. In the following section, we will
explain all the assumptions that we used in our computer model.
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3.3.1

Stripe Contact Model Assumptions

In the analysis of a single stripe Rays and Rate Equation, we have assumed all rays
travelling within the stripe are parallel to the stripe axis and perpendicular to the front
facet. The reflectivity at z = 0 is almost equal to zero ( R0 ≈ 0 ) for LED, so we use
R0 = 0 , and RL can be various from 0 to small amount. The carrier density we used

in this model is the iterative numerical evaluation of the weighted average constant
carrier density N . The horizontal angle of the fraction of spontaneous emission is
assumed to be ∆θ =

w
w
, as we used a simple trigonometric expression tan(∆θ ) =
L
L

to calculate the horizontal angle and because of rays travel parallel with in the stripe,
so ∆θ is very small, hence tan(∆θ ) ≈ ∆θ . Also because of when the stripe has gain,
the photon from the rear of the stripe has the most effective impact to the output
power, as from Rate Equation, P0  e gL (detail of fraction of spontaneous emission
can be referred to Appendix-A), the approximation of horizontal angle is good enough
for the calculation. Current density throughout the rectangular stripe contact region
has been assumed to be constant and to remain constant throughout the different
layers of the DH structure material.

3.3.2

Stripe Contact Model Simulation Results

By solving the photon density equations, the photon density can be derived at each
point of the stripe, based on the stripe length and facet reflectivity. A number of tests
have been simulated to study the L-I characteristics of the stripe contact ee-LED and
the Degree of Polarisation (DOP, which will be explained below) to determine the
effect of external input sources, facet reflectivity, and also the best stripe length (with
respect to the Injection Current) to use in order to optimise a polarisation-selective
output. The schematic diagram below explains the notation used in the following
tests.
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Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of a stripe contact ee-LED from top view, side view and an enlarged
top view picture of the photon density analysis schematic diagram for the single stripe
contact, showing the notations used in this section

While the model was being built, it was been checked systematically, to make sure the
model was built correctly and working properly. The first test is to compare the
simulation and hand calculation result for the carrier density ( N ) before lasing
without any external input signals ( PI , QI ) , to see if they matching. Secondly to test
the PI , QI effect by setting the fraction of spontaneous emission to be zero δ f = 0 , an
external input signal PI = 2 × 1013 cm −3 , the photon density at z = L ( PL ) will depend
on PI . There is also a need to test the output result to see if the TE and TM photon
densities are correct. The difference between PLe and PLh is mainly caused by the
difference of the confinement factor for TE and TM ( Γ e , Γ h ). Therefore, the output
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PLe
Γ
P
ratio should be very close to e ratio, because of Le = e( Γe −Γh ) gL . So in the
PLh
PLh
Γh

conditions of low gain and short device, these two ratios are comparable, and the
compared result shows they are only 17% differences in ratio (1.16 for the ratio of
output and 1.14 for the ratio of confinement factor).

Table.3.1 shows the parameters used in this stripe contact ee-LED model simulation.

Parameters

Values

Parameters

Values

Speed of light

c = 3 ×1010 cm / s

Electron charge

q = 1.602 × 10 − 19coul

Refractive index in

n1 = 3.6

Refractive index in

n2 = 3.36

AlGaAs

GaAs
Wavelength

λ = 850 × 10−7 cm

Planck's constant

h = 6.626 ×10 −34 J / s

Material gain

A0 = 1.5 × 10 −16 cm 2

Transparency carrier

N tr = 1.55 × 1018 cm −3

coefficient
Doping carrier

density

N d = 1.7 × 1017 cm −3

density

Bimolecular

Br = 1× 10−10 cm3 / s

recombination
constant

Confinement factor

Γ e = 0.64

TM

TE
Reflectivity at

R0 = 0

Reflectivity at

z=0
External input
(forward)
Depth
Length

Γ h = 0.56

Confinement factor

RL various 0~0.3

z=L
PI various

External input

(see test condition)

d = 0.15µ m

(reverse)

QI various
(see test condition)

Width

w = 10 µ m

L various (see test condition)
Table 3.1 Parameters applied in the single stripe model
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Degree of Polarisation (DOP)

Degree of polarisation (DOP) is the ratio of the intensity of the polarised portion of
the beam to its total intensity, both taken at the same point [4].

DOP =

Te − Th
Te + Th

(3.14)

where Te is TE polarisation and Th is TM polarisation.



Test 1-1 L-I curve with No Reflectivity (at both ends)

The first test is to simulate the light-current (L-I) characteristics for a single stripe
contact ee-LED with the same Injection Current and different stripe lengths. The
power output we simulated in this test is at z = L , Fig.3.6.

Parameters used:
I (A)

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

PI , QI

R0 , RL

0~0.16

400~1200

10

0.15

0

0

Table 3.2 Device relevant parameters used in Test 1-1
L-I Curve at z=L
0.06

0.05
L=400um
L=600um
L=800um
L=1000um
L=1200um

Power(W)

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.7 L-I curve of different stripe length and with the same current injection; where black
line, L=400µm; blue dashed, L=600µm; green dotted, L=800µm; mauve crossed,
L=1000µm and red circled, L=1200µm
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Fig.3.7 shows that with the same Injection Current, I and the same stripe width, w ;
less power is being generated by using a longer length device; this is due to the stripe
current density, J decreasing when the stripe length is increasing, as J =



I
.
w× L

Test 1-2 L-I curve with Reflectivity (at one end)

This test is to monitor the stripe L-I characteristic with the same Injection Current,
and also with one-sided reflectivity. We used reflectivity at RL ( z = L) = 0.3 , and
R0 ( z = 0) = 0 . The other parameters are the same as we used in Test-1; the power

output we simulated in this test is also at z = L , Fig.3.6.

Parameters used:
I (A)

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

PI , QI

R0 , RL

0~0.16

400~1200

10

0.15

0

R0 = 0, RL = 0.3

Table 3.3 Device relevant parameters used in Test 1-2
-3

2.5

L-I Curve at z=L

x 10

2

L=400um
L=600um
L=800um
L=1000um
L=1200um

Power(W)

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.8 L-I curve for different stripe lengths at RL=0.3; where black line, L=400µm; blue
dashed, L=600µm; green dotted, L=800µm; mauve crossed,

L=1000µm and red

circled, L=1200µm
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By comparing the results in Fig.3.7 and Fig.3.8, with L = 400 µ m and I = 0.06 ; in
Fig.3.8 ( RL = 0.3 ), the power output is ≈ 3.33 times less than the power output in
Fig.3.7 ( RL = 0 ). This means with RL = 0.3 , Fig.3.8, ≈ 30% of the generated light
is being reflected and ≈ 70% of the generated light is being transmitted out of the
facet. As a result, Test.1 and Test.2 proved that the program is working reasonably
with facet reflectivity.



L-I curve Comparisons for Power Output at z = 0 and z = L

Test 2

The Rate Equation we used to calculate the forward and reverse photon density is
symmetric (only the subscript notation is different). This test is designed to simulate
and compare the power output at z = 0 and z = L , Fig.3.6, hence to prove the
model is working reasonably well. The test is also extended to involve the external
input source to the forward or reverse travelling photon (one-direction at a time), to
give a firmer test result.

Parameters used:
I (A)

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

0~0.16

800

10

0.15

Table 3.4 Device relevant parameters used in Test 2

Test

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

RL

0

0

0

0.3

0.3

0.3

PI (cm −3 )

0

1×1013

0

0

1×1013

0

QI (cm −3 )

0

0

1×1013

0

0

1×1013

Table 3.5 Relevant parameters used in Test 2 for conditions 1to 6

Fig.3.9 is L-I curve at z = L , and Fig.3.10 is L-I curve at z = 0 for single stripe
contact ee-LED.
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L-I Curve at z=L
0.12

0.1

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

Power(W)

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.9 L-I curve at z=L, under the test conditions in Test 2; where black circled, condition 1;
mauve line, condition 2; red dashed, condition 3; dark blue stared, condition 4; blue
dotted, condition 5 and dotted dashed, condition 6
L-I Curve at z=0
0.14

0.12

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

Power(W)

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.10 L-I curve at z=0, under the test conditions in Test 2; the line indications are the same as
in Fig.3.9
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Comparing the two figures above, under condition 1 (no external input and no facet
reflectivity), the output powers are the same at z = 0 and z = L . Under the
condition 2 ( PI = 1× 1013 cm −3 ), the power at z = L is higher than the power at z = 0 ,
this is due to the external input source to the forward travelling photon, and vice versa
for the condition 3. From the simulation result, it has proved that the forward and
reverse Photon Rate Equations we used in the model are symmetric. For the condition
4 ( RL = 0.3 ), the power at z = 0 is ≈ 30 times higher than the power at z = L . This
is due to, at z = L , ≈ 30% of the forward travelling signal has been reflected and
acts as an internal input source to the reverse travelling signal, which gets amplified
as it travels along the stripe. For the conditions 5 and 6, the results are symmetric at
z = 0 and z = L , due to PI (condition 5) and QI (condition 6) being the same. In

Fig.3.10 the result for condition 4 and 6 are almost equal, because of QI does not
affect the result at z = L significantly.



Test 3

The L-I curve With Polarisations

Fig.3.11 is a typical L-I curve with TE and TM polarisation. The difference between
these two polarisations purely depends on the confinement factor difference.

Parameters used:
I (A)

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

Γe

Γh

0~0.16

800

10

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 3.6 Device relevant parameters used in Test 3

where Γe , Γh are the confinement factors for TE and TM polarisation; PI = QI = 0
and R0 = RL = 0 .
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L-I Curve at z=L
0.025

0.02

TE
TM

Power (W)

0.015

0.01

0.005

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current (A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.11 L-I curve with polarisation for single stripe; where blue line, TE polarisation and
mauve dashed, TM polarisation.

This is the typical light-power output (L-I) curve for a superluminescent ee-LED
device, where



PLe Γ e
≈
.
PLh Γ h

Test 4-1

DOP Vs Injection Current

In order of predict the characteristics of the intensity of the radiation with TE and TM
polarisation for the single stripe contact ee-LED, the aim of the test is to compare the
DOP with different stripe lengths corresponding to the same range of current, and
without any external input source.

Parameters used:
I ( A)

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

Γe

Γh

0~0.16

400~1200

10

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 3.7 Device relevant parameters used in Test 4-1
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DOP Vs I
0.25
L=400um
L=600um
L=800um
L=1000um
L=1200um

0.2

0.15

DOP

0.1

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3.12 Degree of Polarisation against Injection Current with different stripe length; where
black line, L=400µm; blue dashed, L=600µm; green dotted, L=800µm; mauve crossed,
L=1000µm and red circled, L=1200µm

The result in Fig.3.12 shows that with the same Injection Current into different
lengths of the stripe, the peak of the DOP curve shifts towards higher current injection
and the shape of the curve remains the same. DOP increases slightly as stripe length
increases, when

L = 400 µ m , the corresponding

DOPpeak = 0.18 ; and when

L = 1200 µ m , the corresponding DOPpeak = 0.20 . The change in peak of DOP is so

small and can be ignored, which means the increase of stripe length does not have an
impact on the peak value of DOP for a parallel stripe contact. Also note that the
starting point of the curve gets lower as the stripe length is increasing, this is due to
the low starting current lead to a small or even negative gain. For better comparison of
the DOP for different stripe lengths, we used DOP against current density in the
following test.
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Test 4-2

DOP Vs Current Density

This second test is to compare the DOP with different length of the stripe
corresponding to the same range of current density, without any external input source.

Parameters used:
J ( A / cm −2 )

L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

Γe

Γh

0~1700

400~1200

10

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 3.8 Device relevant parameters used in Test 4-2
DOP Vs J0
0.25
L=400um
L=600um
L=800um
L=1000um
L=1200um

0.2

0.15

DOP

0.1

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1
0
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800
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1200

1400

1600

1800

2

Current density (A/cm )

Figure 3.13 Degree of polarisation against current density with different stripe lengths; where
black line, L=400µm; blue dashed, L=600µm; green dotted, L=800µm; mauve crossed,
L=1000µm and red circled, L=1200µm

Fig.3.13 shows that when external input PI = QI = 0 and reflectivity R0 = RL = 0 .
At current density J = 700 A / cm −2 , optical gain, g e = 7.2cm −1 and g h = 6.3cm −1 ; at
J = 1700 A / cm −2 , g e = 92.7cm −1 and g h = 82.8cm −1 . The value of DOP is zero,

while J = 650 A / cm 2 , which means the optical gain is at zero. When current density
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increases above 650 A / cm 2 , the longer the stripe length, the sharper the DOP curve
becomes. At stripe length L = 800 µ m the peak value of DOP is at current density
J = 1400 A / cm 2 , which means, at this point TE and TM polarisation have the largest

difference.. For L = 1000 µ m the peak value of DOP is at J = 1200 A / cm 2 and for
L = 1200 µ m the peak value of DOP is at J = 1100 A / cm 2 , this curve is a lot sharper

than L = 800 µ m . However, it does not mean the required stripe length and the
corresponding current density are promotional in order to achieve peak value of DOP.
It is not, as our test result shows at L = 1000 µ m the corresponding current needed to
get the peak value of DOP is 1200 A / cm 2 , but if we want to reduce the current
density to 1000 A / cm 2 , the corresponding stripe length required is 1600µ m . From
the test result, the best suitable stripe length for single stripe contact to reach the
needed separation of the two polarisations is at L = 1000 µ m .

3.4

Summary

This chapter began with a general introduction of DH structure material, followed by
an explanation of the Photon Rate Equations in Sec.3.2, which is used in the
formulation of the computer model for ee-LED. A mathematic simplification of
N ( z ) , which is the approximation of weighted average constant N is introduced in

Sec.3.2.1. By using the N = N approximation the equations are simplified very
significantly and yield analytic expressions. Simulation results are presented in
Sec.3.3, the computer model has predicted the L-I characteristic and DOP of a single
stripe contact ee-LED, with TE and TM polarisations where the intensity difference
between the two polarisations is due to the confinement factor.
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4. Chapter 4:
V-Stripe Edge-Emitting Light Emitting Diodes
(ee-LEDs) – Approximate Analysis

4.1

Introduction

The formulation and a model of ee-LEDs based on the approximation that accounts
for those photons that travel only along (or within a very small angle to) the
longitudinal axis of the device and which itself is perpendicular to the front facet, is
presented in Chapter-3. Moving along a step, Chapter-4 is devoted to applying the
same restricted paraxial formulation to first model stripe contact ee-LEDs with the
stripe axis at an angle to the front facet, [1], [2], Fig.4.1(a); the study is next directed to
model V-stripe devices with the apex of the “V” at the front facet, Fig. 4.1(b).

Figure 4.1 Top view of a stripe contact ee-LED; (a) angled stripe and (b) V-stripe; stripe width, w;
stripe length, L; subscript a and b represent stripe-A and –B, respectively

As mentioned in Chapter-3, since these devices are assumed to have bulk material
active layer the spontaneous emission can be considered to emit uniformly in all
directions and polarisations. Hence, in the multilayer slab dielectric waveguide
structure of the device the TE(e) and TM(h) polarised modes are excited equally. The
optical gains of plane waves propagating in the bulk material – Material gain - for the
different polarisations are also equal. However, as described in Chapter-2, here also
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remember that in the multilayer structure of the device there is modal propagation and
the (vertical, y-axis) confinement factors of the modes of the two, TE(e) and TM(h),
polarisations are different which leads to different Modal gains (Chapter-2, Sec.2.6.5).
Due to the different modal gains the two polarisations achieve different intensities
further along the length of the device. However, the difference in confinement factors,
and hence the difference in modal gains between the two polarisations is typically not
large and so, as seen in Chapter-3, the difference between the ‘output’ intensities of
the two polarisations is typically not large (unless a long stripe is used, which then
requires lots of current) – that is, a large DOP is practically not able to be achieved by
just utilising the differences in the TE/TM confinement factors (modal gains).

The details are presented later in this chapter but the objective is to obtain a LED
source but with a much enhanced polarised light output by utilizing the well known
properties of the reflection of electromagnetic (optical) plane waves from an abrupt
interface between two homogenous dielectrics, refer to Fig.4.2. Fig.4.2 is the
Brewster angle characteristic for a GaAs/air interface, where the refractive indices are,
GaAs = n1 = 3.6 and air n2 = 1 .

Figure 4.2 Reflectivity against incident angle Φi of a GaAs/air interface for two polarisations,
where the Brewster angle occurs, [5]
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Note that the facet of the LED chip is just such an abrupt interface between the
semiconductor material and air. It has previously been discussed, Chapter-2, Sec.2.6.2,
that the vertical ( y − axis ) multilayer structure and the corresponding modes can be
treated as an optical plane wave but in a homogenous dielectric with an effective
electrical permittivity (refractive index, n ) so that the properties of optical plane
wave reflections at an abrupt interface between two homogenous dielectrics can still
be applied, Fig.2.11.

The striking feature to note about the optical reflectivities at an abrupt facet of plane
waves is the dramatic difference between the two polarisations, Fig.4.2. For TE
polarisation the reflectivity increases monotonically with the angle of incidence until
the reflectivity becomes unity at the incidence angle corresponding to that of Total
Internal Reflection as defined by Snell’s Law. However, for TM polarisation, the
behaviour is remarkably different – the reflectivity first decreases with angle of
incidence until it becomes zero (unity transmission) at the Brewster angle, but then
the reflectivity increases and becomes unity at the same angle of Total Internal
Reflection as for the TE polarisation. It is the phenomenon of Brewster angle that is
proposed here to be utilised as the mechanism to design a bulk material LED with a
highly enhanced polarised optical source.

There is a number of assumptions we used in the approximation analysis, the most
important assumptions are, the constant weighted average N a and N b for stripe-A
and –B, respectively and all rays travelling inside the device are plane wave and
parallel to the stripe axis ( x − axis ), full assumptions are detailed in Sec.4.4.1.
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Angle Stripe ee-LED

It was decided to proceed with the analysis in stages so that the properties of each
stage can be tested and ‘understood’ before analysing the complete V-shaped device.
So, the single stripe at an angle to the facet, Fig.4.3, is considered first.

Figure 4.3 Top view of an angled stripe contact ee-LED, [3], [4]; stripe: width, w; length, L; facet
plane, z = const

In this section it is discussed and shown that although this single angled stripe can
provide some polarisation (selection) enhancement, it is not large and not convenient
to use. From Chapter-3 it is understood that when there is optical gain then it is
reasonable to consider only the light propagating parallel to and inside the region of
the stripe for a preliminary, approximate description of operation. Both polarisations,
(e) and (h), of light will be spontaneously emitted, and will propagate experiencing
corresponding modal gains along the length of the stripe. This, in general, could
generate some difference in the optical intensities of the two polarisations along the
length, depending on the difference between the confinement factors of the two
polarisations for that particular multi-layer structure; but that can typically be quite
small and for the present we even assume that they are equal. However, at the facet
the two polarisations can experience very different reflectivities particularly if the
stripe is positioned close to or at an angle φ = φB , Brewster angle, Fig.4.3. For the
typical (semiconductor) dielectric/air interface, for light of one polarisation the
reflectivity of TE polarisation is ≈ 0.7 while for TM polarisation it is almost zero.
So, in the air the TM polarised light will have a larger intensity compared to that TE
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polarised by approximately a factor of

1.0
 3.33 , which is significant but not very
0.3

large. Further, since for this material φB is nearly equal to that of Total Internal
Reflection, Fig.4.2, from Snell’s Law the light rays in the air is at 74.17° to the
x − axis (if light inside the device travel at the Brewster Angle), which is almost

parallel to the x − axis Fig.4.3; from a practical viewpoint this is very inconvenient
since it becomes difficult to collect the light at this extremely acute angle to the facet.

4.3

V-Stripe ee-LED Design – Approximate Analysis

In order to make a better polarisation-selective device, it is suggest using the reflected
signal. This will require a second stripe contact，which has an Injection Current to
generate it, to be at least transparent, then the stripe will be able to maintain the
reflected signal. This is the design idea for the approximate analysis of the V-stripe
device, which can be used as a polarisation-selective device, simply by placing the
stripe at the Brewster angle, as shown geometrically in Fig.4.4.

Figure 4.4 Top view of a V-stripe at Brewster angle; all TM polarisations transmitted out of facet.
Blues indicate TE polarisation, magentas indicate TM polarisation
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Fig.4.4 is the design geometry of a V-stripe, which takes advantage of using the
Brewster angle to separate TE and TM polarisations. In the figure the blue arrow
represents TE polarisation while the pink arrow represents TM polarisation.

As mentioned earlier in this section, TE and TM polarisation can be separated using
only one angled stripe, but it is not effective. One problem is due to the transmitted
signal, with a small proportion amount of TE polarised photons on account of the
reflectivity index; also, there is another problem, which is the transmitted signal is not
parallel to the interface, it has a very narrow angle to the x − axis . This causes a big
problem when coupling the beam (light), and causes practical problems. Hence, by
adding a second stripe to the original angled stripe, it can collect the reflected TE
polarised signal very effectively, and as the original reflected TE polarised signal goes
through the second stripe, the signal gets amplified. Although the second stripe itself
will generate both TE and TM polarisation, because the external input signal is mainly
TE, this will enhance the TE polarised photon in the output signal; because the
external input signal is amplified as it travels through the second stripe (as can be seen
in Fig.4.4, in the second stripe, there is a big TE polarisation arrow and a small TM
polarisation arrow).

4.4

V-Stripe ee-LED Model – Approximate Analysis

The approximate analysis model of V-stripe ee-LED is based on the stripe contact
model (explained in Chapter-3); by substituting the single stripe contact for a V-stripe,
Fig.4.4. The reflected signal from stripe-A will act as an external input signal for
stripe-B. Rate Equations for the V-stripe are derived in Appendix-C. A schematic
analysis diagram is shown in Fig.4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of an optical cavity bound by facet reflectivities RaLa and RbLb for
stripes-A and -B. PA,B(z) /QA,B(z) indicated the photon density travelling direction;
PAI/PBI are due to optical inputs at z=0

Using the same photon and carrier ‘conservation’ requirements as applied in
Appendix-A, the polarization decomposed Rate Equations for stripe-A are,

for TE polarized photons:

Rsp ( N a )
dPAe ( za )
= g Ae ( N a ) PAe ( za ) + δ fa
dza
v
Rsp ( N a )
dQAe ( za )
= − g Ae ( N a )QAe ( za ) + δ ra
dza
v

(4.1)

(4.2)

for TM polarized photons:
Rsp ( N a )
dPAh ( za )
= g Ah ( N a ) PAh ( za ) + δ fa
dza
v
Rsp ( N a )
dQAh ( za )
= − g Ah ( N a )QAh ( za ) + δ ra
dza
v

(4.3)

(4.4)

and for the carriers:

B (N + Nd ) Na
JA
= g Ae [ PAe ( N a ) + QAe ( N a )] + g Ah [ PAh ( N a ) + QAh ( N a )] + r a
qd Av
v

(4.5)
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PAe , PAh represent the forward-travelling TE and TM polarized photon densities
respectively in stripe-A and QAe , QAh represent the reverse travelling TE and TM
polarized photons respectively in stripe-A; g Ae , g Ah are the optical gains for the TE
and TM polarized photons in stripe-A; Br is the bi-molecular recombination; v is
the velocity of light in the medium; δ fe , δ fh are the fractions of the total spontaneous
emission into the forward travelling TE and TM polarized photons respectively;
similarly, δ re , δ rh for the reverse travelling photons.

The polarization decomposed Rate Equations for stripe-B are in exactly the same
format as stripe-A, only by substituting the subscript B for A.

4.4.1

The Approximated V-Stripe Model Assumptions

In the approximate analysis of the V-stripe ee-LED model, we have assumed all rays
travelling inside the device are plane waves and parallel to the stripe axis. Therefore
when the stripe angle is at the Brewster angle, all rays travel at the exact Brewster
angle, which means all the TM polarised lights will be transmitted out of facet. Also
we have used the weighted average carrier density N throughout the calculation,
where the value of N a and N b (constant carrier density for stripe-A and –B,
respectively) are dependent on the external input source. Namely, N a depends on
N b , and vice versa (the model will keep tracking the value for N a and N b to
satisfy Eq.(4.5) and (4.6)). The fraction of spontaneous emission for the horizontal
angle, ∆θ = 0.1° ; the small ∆θ allows accurate calculation. Also the current
density throughout the rectangular stripe contact region has been assumed to be
constant, and remains constant through different layers of the DH structure material.
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4.4.2

The Approximated V-Stripe Model Flowchart

The flowchart of Fig.4.6 indicates the numerical procedure of the approximate
analysis of the V-stripe model.
Start
Initial I, QA / B 0 = PA / B 0 = 0

Find N a *

Calculate QA 0

Let PBI = RmAB QA 0

Let PAI = RmBAQB 0

Find N b *

Check if newN a = oldN a
& newN b = oldN b

No

Calculate QB 0 again
use newN b

Yes

Found correct N a & N b
End
--------------------* Variable comes from the Rate Equation calculation in Chapter 3, Sec.3.2.2.
Figure 4.6 Flowchart diagram shows the approximate analysis of the V- stripe, numerical
procedure
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The carrier density, N a and N b for stripe-A and –B are calculated from the single
stripe (the N numerical iteration scheme is discussed in Chapter-3). Firstly, with the
initial QA/ B 0 = PA/ B 0 = 0 , which means PAI = PBI = 0 , the V-stripe acts as two separate
angled stripe, we can calculate the initial value of QA/ B 0 , PA/ B 0 and PBI , PAI .
Secondly, use QA0 to calculate PBI , and check if newN b = initialN b ; if yes, the
correct N b is found; if not, use the newN b (which is now become the oldN b ) to
calculate PBI , and obtain another newN b until newN b = oldN b . The same carrier
density tracking procedure is applied in tracking N a . Remember in the V-stripe Rate
Equation calculation N b depends on PBI , PBI depends on QA0 and QA0 depends
on N a , that means N a and N b are dependent on each other; by using this
self-iterated N a , N b tracking process, an accurate value of N a , N b for the V-stripe
can be found.

4.4.3

The Approximated V-Stripe Model Simulation Results

A number of tests have been simulated to study the L-I characteristics and the DOP of
V-stripe ee-LED to determine the effect of external input sources to stripe-B (output
power

from

stripe-A

reflected

into

stripe-B)

actually

enhances

the

polarisation-selective output. The tests will contain different combinations of stripe
parameters to determine the best optimised result. The schematic diagram below
explains the notations used in the following tests.
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Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of the V-stripe ee-LED from top view and a top view picture of the
photon density analysis schematic diagram for the stripe contact, showing the
notations used in this section

Table.4.1 has the parameters used in this approximate analysis of V-stripe ee-LED
simulation.
Parameters

Values

Parameters

Values

Speed of light

c = 3 ×1010 cm / s

Electron charge

q = 1.602 × 10 − 19coul

Refractive index in

n1 = 3.6

Refractive index in

n2 = 3.36

AlGaAs

GaAs
Wavelength

λ = 850 ×10−7 cm

Planck's constant

h = 6.626 ×10 −34 J / s

Material gain

A0 = 1.5 × 10 −16 cm 2

Transparency carrier

N tr = 1.55 × 1018 cm −3

coefficient

density
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Doping carrier

N d = 1.7 × 1017 cm−3

density

Bimolecular

Br = 1× 10−10 cm3 / s

recombination
constant

Confinement factor
TE

Γ e various 0.64
Or 0.32

Reflectivity at

R0 = 0

z=0
External input

PIA = 0

Depth for stripe-A

d a = d b = 0.15µ m

Γ h various 0.56

TM

or 0.3

Reflectivity at

RLa , RLb depends on

z = La ; Lb

stripe angle

External input

PIB depends on

for stripe-B

for stripe-A

Width for stripe-A

simulation result

wa = wb = 10 µ m

and -B

and -B
Length

Confinement factor

La , Lb various (see test condition)
Table 4.1 Parameters applied in the approximate V-stripe model



Test 1

L-I Characteristics Comparison for Two Segment Stripe
and Single Stripe

The design of the V-stripe ee-LED model has been described earlier in the chapter. In
the first test, we will present the comparison with V-stripe and single stripe modelling
results. The purpose for this test is to test the validity of the model and verify if the
V-stripe model is working reasonably. In order to do so, at the first stage we have
assumed both stripes in the V-stripe are parallel to the stripe axis (the V-stripe works
as a long stripe contact), where the V-stripe becomes a two segment stripe contact to
enable the comparison, as referred to in Fig.4.8. In this test we are using current
density instead of current, to make sure both two segment stripe and single stripe have
the same current density crossing the whole stripe.
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram of (a) two segment stripe and (b) single stripe

In this test, we have to use the same carrier density for single and two segment stripe,
in order to enable the comparison, because the two segment stripe carrier density
calculated by the V-stripe model is different for stripe-A and –B, this will affect the
comparison result. Thus, we will use the carrier density from single stripe model in
this test.

Parameters used for two segment stripe:
I (A)

La = Lb ( µ m )

wa = wb ( µ m )

d a = db ( µ m )

Γe

Γh

0~0.16

400

10

0.15

0.64

0.56

Table 4.2 Device relevant parameters used in Test 1 for two segment stripe

Parameters used for single stripe:
I (A)

L ( µm )

0~0.16

800

w

( µm )
10

d

( µm )
0.15

Γe

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 4.3 Device relevant parameters used in Test 1 for single stripe
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L-I Curve at z=L
0.025

Two segment stripe--TE
Two segment stripe--TM
Single stripe--TE
Single stripe--TM

0.02

Power (W)

0.015

0.01

0.005

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current (A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 4.9 Comparison of L-I curve for two segment and single stripe; where black line and red
dashed indicate TE and TM polarisation in the two segment stripe; mauve circled
and green triangle represents TE and TM polarisation in the single segment stripe

This result illustrated in Fig.4.9 shows that the single segment and the two segment
stripe produce the same power output under the same carrier density, with the value of
N in the range of 0 ~ 2.56 × 1018 cm−3 .



Test 2

The L-I Curve

This test is to simulate the typical L-I characteristic for the approximated V-stripe
model, at z = Lb , Fig.4.7 (both stripes at the Brewster angle, 15.5° ). In the later tests,
we will simulate the approximate analysis of the V-stripe model with different
parameter combinations to enhance the polarisation-selective output.
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Parameters used:
I a = Ib

wa = wb

d a = db

La

Lb

(A)

( µm )

( µm )

( µm )

( µm )

0~0.16

10

0.15

800

600

Γe

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 4.4 Device relevant parameters used in Test 3

L-I Curve at z=Lb
80

70

60
TE
TM

Power(W)

50

40

30

20

10

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current(A)

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 4.10 L-I curve for the approximate analysis of V-stripe; where blue line is TE polarisation
and mauve dashed is TM polarisation

This result illustrated in Fig.4.10 shows that by placing both stripes at the Brewster
angle (15.5° ), the reflected signal from stripe-A into –B, which is purely TE polarised
photons (under the approximate analysis condition), has made a dramatic
enhancement to the polarisation-selective output from stripe-B. All TM polarised
photons produced in the output are generated in stripe-B.
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Test 3

DOP Comparison for Stripe-A and-B

In this test we assume stripe-A and stripe-B are both at the exact Brewster angle,
where φa = φb = φB . By comparing the DOP with the same Injection Current at
z = La and z = Lb , the enhancement of polarisation-selective result from the V-stripe
can be clearly seen. The schematic diagram of the stripe geometry and symbols for
this test are shown in Fig.4.11 below;

Figure 4.11 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 3 as referred to the “V”-geometric

Parameters used:
I a = Ib

wa = wb

d a = db

La

Lb

(A)

( µm )

( µm )

( µm )

( µm )

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

800

400

Γe

Γh

0.64

0.56

Table 4.5 Device relevant parameters used in Test 3
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DOP Vs I at z=Lb
1.2
DOP of single parallel stripe
DOP of "V"-shaped stripe

1

0.8

DOP

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2
0.04

0.06

0.08
0.1
Current (A)

0.12

0.14

Figure 4.12 Comparison of DOP against I for single stripe and V-stripe, where black circled line
indicates DOP of single stripe, and red line indicates V-stripe

where

at

I = 0.06 A ,

g e = 10.9cm−1 ; g h = 9.3cm −1 .

From

Fig.4.12,

the

polarisation-enhanced result from the V-stripe is tremendous; the light output is
almost single polarised, when Injection Current is ≥ 0.1A ; the TM polarisation
generated in stripe-B by spontaneous emission is so small compared to the large
amount of TE polarisation in stripe-B.



Test 4

DOP at z = Lb

This test is designed to test the polarisation enhancement that the V-stripe can achieve
by different stripe parameters. In the first stage, we will assume the same current
injection for stripe-A and -B and we also assumed stripe-A and stripe-B are both at the
exact Brewster angle, where φa = φb = φB . Test schematic diagram is shown in
Fig.4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 4 referred to as the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
I a (A)

I b (A)

wa ( µ m )

wb ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

db ( µ m )

0.06~0.16

0.06~0.16

10

10

0.15

0.15

Table 4.6 Device relevant parameters used in Test 4

Test

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Γe

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.32

0.32

0.32

Γh

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.3

0.3

0.3

La ( µ m )

800

600

400

800

600

400

Lb ( µ m )

400

600

800

400

600

800

Table 4.7 Relevant parameters used in Test 4 for conditions 1to 6
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DOP Vs I at z=Lb

1

DOP

0.8

0.6

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

0.4

0.2

0

0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 4.14 Comparison of DOP of different stripe lengths under the Test 4 conditions 1-6; where
black line, condition 1; blue dashed, condition 2; green dotted, condition 3; red circled,
condition 4; mauve crossed, condition 5, and orange started, condition 6

where at I = 0.06 A , for Γ e = 0.64; Γ e = 0.56 , g e = 10.9cm−1 ; g h = 9.3cm −1 and for
Γ e = 0.32; Γ e = 0.3 , g e = 5.45cm −1 ; g h = 5.11cm−1 . This result illustrated in Fig.4.14
shows that with the combination of a shorter stripe-A and a longer stripe-B (as
referred to in condition 3 and 6), the V-stripe model produces the best
polarisation-selective result. Because there is a large percentage of TE polarisation in
the PBI , and this large potion of TE polarisation is getting amplified as it travel
through stripe-B, as P  P0 e gL ( P0 ≈ PBI in this case). Therefore, use a longer
stripe-B, can increase the percentage of TE polarisation, and lead to a good
polarisation-selective result. But we are not suggesting using a very long stripe,
because a longer stripe requires more Injection Current to generate, it is not
economical and it is beyond the design purpose (which is to design a simple, cheap
polarisation-selective device).
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Another advantage of the V-stripe model is, it can work with similar confinement
factor for TE and TM polarisation (e.g. Γ e = 0.32; Γ h = 0.3 , see conditions 4 to 6); the
model achieved an impressive polarisation enhancement result when using relatively
shorter stripe-A and longer stripe-B (see condition 6).



Test 5

DOP at z = Lb , With I a ≠ I b

In the previous test, we have tested the V-stripe model with different stripe length
combinations, but all under the same current injection. In this test, we will continue to
test the polarisation enhancement of the V-stripe design, by injecting different current
into the two stripes, to find out the best optimization result. In this test we also
assumed stripe-A and stripe-B are both at the exact Brewster angle, where

φa = φb = φB , Fig.4.15.

Figure 4.15 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 5 as referred to the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
Γe

0.64

Γh

0.56

wa = wb

d a = db

( µm )

( µm )

10

0.15

La ( µ m )

Lb ( µ m )

400

800

Table 4.8 Device relevant parameters used in Test 5
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Test

Condition

Condition

Condition

Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

I a (A)

0.06~0.16

0.06~0.16

0.1~0.2

0.1~0.2

I b (A)

0.06~0.16

0.1~0.2

0.06~0.16

0.1~0.2

Table 4.9 Relevant parameters used in Test 5 for conditions 1to 4

DOP Vs I at z=Lb

1

DOP

0.95
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12
0.14
0.16
Current in stripe-B (A)

0.18

0.2

Figure 4.16 Comparison of DOP with different Injection Currents under the Test 5 conditions 1-4;
where black line, condition 1; blue dashed, condition 2; dotted mauve, condition 3;
and red circled, condition 4

The result of this test illustrated in Fig.4.16 shows with La = 400 µ m, Lb = 800 µ m ,
injecting high current into both stripes (as referred to in condition 4) produces the best
polarisation-selective result, DOP = 0.9961 . The number is getting closer to 1 when
we used reasonable high current; however Injection Current is not proportional to
DOP, as high Injection Current also produces more TM polarisation. As referred to in
condition 3, with Injection Current higher for the shorter device and lower for the
longer device produces the second best polarisation-selective result, DOP = 0.9825 .
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It is only 0.0142 less in DOP than the best result, thus beyond the energy saving
purpose, it is better to have high current injection for the short device and low current
injection for the long device, as in condition 3.



Test 6

DOP of Transmitted Power at z = 0

If using an the angled stripe, when the light reaches the Brewster angle, the reflected
signal will be purely TE polarised photons, but due to high absorption in the
“unpumped” region, the reflected signal will soon being absorbed, therefore, it is only
possible to consider using the transmitted signal, which will contain mainly TM
polarised photons but also with a small portion of TE polarised photons. The aim of
this test is to test the DOP of the transmitted signal from stripe-A (treated as the
angled stripe) in the V-stripe model. In this test, again, we will assumed stripe-A and
stripe-B are both at the exact Brewster angle, where φa = φb = φB . The schematic
diagram is illustrated in Fig.4.17.

Figure 4.17 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 6 as referred to the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
I a (A)

wa ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

Table 4.10 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 5
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Test

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Γe

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.64

0.64

0.64

Γh

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.56

0.56

0.56

La ( µ m )

400

600

800

400

600

800

Table 4.11 Device relevant parameters used in Test 6 for conditions 1-6

DOP Vs I Transmitted Power
-0.2

-0.25

-0.3
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

DOP

-0.35

-0.4

-0.45

-0.5

-0.55

0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 4.18 Comparison of DOP of transmitted power under the conditions in Test 6; where black
line, condition 1; blue dashed, condition 2; green dotted, condition 3; red circled,
condition 4; mauve crossed, condition 5; and orange started, condition 6

In this test illustrated in Fig.4.18, there is more TM polarised photons in the
transmitted power than TE polarised photons; therefore, the value for DOP
approaching -1 is the best polarisation-selective result we are looking for. For
conditions 1-3 Γ e = 0.32; Γ h = 0.3 , and for condition 4-6 Γ e = 0.64; Γ h = 0.56 ; we
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can see that in general, with Γ e = 0.32; Γ h = 0.3 , the transmitted power has a better
value in DOP. By comparing this result with the DOP of output power from the
V-stripe in Fig.4.14 in Test.4, this DOP of transmitted power from stripe-A is a lot less
attractive. Even though at the Brewster angle, all TM polarised photons are
transmitted out of the facet, and a small percentage (approximately 30%) of TE
polarised photon is transmitted out of facet, that could principally make a relative
good polarisation-selective device. However, as the current is increasing, the
difference between TE and TM polarised photon (which is cause by confinement
factor) becomes more notable (can be referred to in Fig.4.19 and 4.10 in Test.1 and
Test.2), this results in the difference for TE and TM polarised photons is decreasing in
the transmitted power.

4.5

Summary

In order to enhance the polarisation output from a bulk material ee-LED, a V-stripe
has been designed. The design comes from the idea of angle stripe (as discussed in
Sec.4.2), that utilised the advantage of the Brewster angle, where theoretically all TM
polarised photon will be transmitted. Therefore, by using the reflected signal it will be
mainly TE polarization, and it is necessary to add another angled stripe to collect and
maintain the reflected signal, otherwise the reflected signal will be absorbed quickly
in the high absorption region. Thus a second stripe is necessary, and the V-stripe is
explained in Sec.4.3. A computational model has been built and introduced in Sec.4.4,
to predict the performance of the V-stripe. This is followed by the step by step tests
and simulation results. The results show that the approximate analysis of the V-stripe
model works very effectively.
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5. Chapter 5:
V-Stripe (Edge-Emitting) Light Emitting Diodes
(ee-LEDs) – Refined Analysis

5.1

Introduction

As presented in Chapter-4, a computational model for the approximate analysis of the
V-stripe has been developed. In the approximate analysis, it has been assumed that all
rays travelling inside the stripe are parallel to the stripe axis and when the stripe is
placed at the Brewster angle, all TM polarised rays are transmitted out of facet, which
results in the reflected light being purely TE polarised rays. In this chapter, a refined
model will be introduced to optimise the polarisation-selective output of ee-LED. The
refinement will include the angular distribution of intensities. A computer program
has been developed to estimate the angular distribution of the power at the facet from
stripe-A. Therefore, a refined analysis of light reflected into the second stripe
(stripe-B) can be made, by substituted the angular distribution equations for the Rate
Equations to calculate the light emitted in stripe-A; hence to obtain a more
comprehensive and realistic model.
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The V-Stripe ee-LED Design -- Refined Analysis

The approximate analysis of the V-stripe ee-LED model is shown in Fig.4.5. The
refined analysis of the V-stripe ee-LED model is shown in Fig.5.1; the difference
between them is, that in the approximate model, we assumed the reflected power from
stripe-A into stripe-B to be purely TE polarised, but in the refined model, as we
include the affect of the angular distribution of intensities (which will be explained in
the following section), in the reflected power from stripe-A into stripe-B, there is also
a small amount of TM polarised photons being reflected.

Figure 5.1 Top view of the refined analysis of the V-stripe ee-LED geometry; blues indicate TE
polarisation, magentas indicate TM polarisation.

As can be seen from Fig.5.1 assuming that an almost equal amount of TE and TM
polarisation are generated in the stripe-A (as mention previously, difference is due to
Γ e , Γ h ), as the rays go through the front facet at the Brewster angle a large amount of
TE polarised photons has been reflected, and there is also a small amount of TM
polarised photons being reflected. This is due to the angular distribution, where rays
travelling inside the stripe are not only parallel to the stripe axis, but rays travel at all
different angles, Fig.5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Top view of a stripe contact indicating rays travel at different angles; stripe width, w
and stripe length, L

Therefore, when the stripe is at the exact Brewster angle, not all the rays will be at the
exact Brewster angle, but have a distribution around the angle. Therefore, in the
reflected rays, there are no longer purely TE polarised photons, but we also have a
small amount of TM polarised photons.

5.3

Angular Distribution of Intensities

In the previous Rate Equation discussion (Chapter-3 and -4), we only considered the
rays travelling parallel to the stripe axis. But this is not realistic, because light not
only travels parallel to the stripe, but travels at all angles corresponding to the stripe
axis. The different angle travelling rays cause an intensity distribution, and this is
called intensity angular distribution. The angular distribution of intensities
calculations will be explained in Sec.5.3.2. Here, first of all, we define the
corresponding angles that we used in the calculation. Fig.5.3 shows the indication of
angles used in the intensity angular distribution calculation based on a top view of the
angled stripe ee-LED in the x-z plane
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Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram to define the angles that are being used in the calculation

where φi = θ + φ ; θ is the rays travelling angle inside the stripe, the angle is in
respective to the stripe axis; φ is the stripe angle corresponding to the perpendicular
of the front facet; φi is the rays travelling angle corresponding to the normal to the
front facet. Hence, the intensity angular distribution of rays distributed along the
x − axis and corresponding to φi , can be written as, I x (φi ) .

Fig.5.4 illustrates how the intensity angular distribution effects the intensity
reflectivity from stripe-A into stripe-B, with the corresponding φi .

Figure 5.4 The angular distribution of intensities, Ix(Φi) Schematic of the Brewster angle curve
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As explained in the previous chapter, the approximate analysis of the V-stripe design
is to take the phenomenon of the Brewster angle to separate TE and TM polarisation.
In the approximate case all light/rays travel parallel to the stripe axis inside the stripe;
then if φ = φB , all TM polarised rays are transmitted out of facet. However, this is not
realistic. In the refined analysis, by applying the angular distribution of intensities;
when placing the stripe at the exact Brewster angle, there is photon distribution
around the Brewster angle, which means not all TM polarised photons are transmitted,
some of it is being reflected. Consequently we will need to optimise the stripe angle to
obtain the best percentage of Degree of Polarisation (DOP).

5.3.1

Assumptions for Angular Distribution of Intensities

In the formulation of the Angular Distribution of Intensities equation, an
w
approximation used is that rays only at angles θ < θ M , θ M = tan −1 ( ) , are considered.
L
The purpose of setting this maximum angle is to simplify the integration along x- and
z-axis. Although the resulting angular distribution with this limitation of maximum
angle is an approximation, but since the main interest is to consider how much light
has been reflected into the second stripe, the rays travelling with θ > θ M will not be
reflected into the second stripe. The fraction of spontaneous emission for the
horizontal angle used is ∆θ = 0.1° , Fig.5.5; the small ∆θ

allows accurate

calculation. Also current density throughout the rectangular stripe contact region has
been assumed to be constant, and remain constant through the different layers of the
DH structure material.
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5.3.2

Angular Distribution of Intensities Derivation

As explained in Sec.5.3.1, the angular distribution of intensity, ( I x (φi ) ), calculation is
w
based on a restriction of Maximum angle θ M = tan −1 ( ) . Here is the formulation of
L
the angular distribution equations; the full derivation can be referred to in Appendix-D.
Fig.5.5 indicates that a photon travels from a general point P( x0 , z0 ) at angle θ
along the s − axis ,

Figure 5.5 Schematic diagram of all rays at angle θ - two categories: (1) Ray entirely in gain region;
(2) Ray partly in gain and then in absorption region; w, stripe width; L stripe length

where wu is the integration limit point. Rays travelling below wu are in category-1
and rays travelling beyond wu are in category-2. sg rays travel in the gain region
and sa rays travel in the absorption region. To avoid confusion, in the following
derivations, s f is used to represent any forward travelling rays in s − direction .
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From Fig.5.5, for all rays travelling at the same angle θ , we write the forward
travelling rays as, ( sa + s g ) = s f =

L − z0
; and wu is defined as,
cos(θ )

wu = w − ( L − z0 ) tan(θ )

(5.1)

The intensity angular distribution equations are derived from the Rate Equation in
Appendix-B-1, Eq.(B1.7). The Rate Equation used to calculate the photon density
generated at each general point P( x0 , z0 ) for situation (1) is written as,
At z0 , for x0 < wu ; sg = s f , sa = 0
P1 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; z = z L ) = P1 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = s f ) = Psp (e

gs f

− 1)

(5.2)

The Rate Equation used to calculate the photon density generated at each general
point P( x0 , z0 ) for situation (2) is written as,
At z0 , for x0 > wu ; sg =

w − x0
,
sin(θ )

P2 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; z = z L ) = P2 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = sg ) = Psp (e
α ( s f − sg )

Note, (e

gs g

α ( s f − sg )

− 1)(e

)

(5.3)

) are the rays travelling outside the gain region, α is the gain in

absorption region.

By integrating Eq. 5.2 along the x − axis and z − axis , we add up the photon
density from each general point. Thus, the intensity angular distribution equation for
situation (1) becomes,
P1 (θ ) = Psp [

w cos θ g ( cosLθ )
L sin θ g ( cosL θ ) sin θ cos θ g ( cosL θ )
3
(e
− 1) −
e
+
(e
− 1) + L2 tan θ − w.L]
2
g
g
g
2

(5.4)
By integrating Eq.5.3 along the x − axis and z − axis , the intensity angular
distribution equation for situation (2) becomes,

P2 (θ ) = Psp [

cos θ

α

α(

(e

L
)
cosθ

− 1)(

sin θ

α−g

+

sin θ

α

)+

sin θ cos θ

α−g

g

(1 − e

g(

L
)
cosθ ) −

sin θ

α

L] (5.5)
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The computer model for intensity angular distribution is based on Eq.5.4 and Eq.5.5,
by adding up the value from Eq.5.4 and Eq.5.5, the total photon density generated in
the stripe can be known. The polarisation decomposed intensity angular distribution
equation are following the same procedure as the polarisation decomposed Rate
Equations in Appendix-B2. By using the model gain, g e , g h instead of material gain,
g , and with subscript e, h to represent TE and TM polarisation, respectively.

5.3.3

Angular Distribution of Intensities Simulation Results

In this test, we choose to use a similar value of confinement factor for TE and TM
polarisation, where Γ e = 0.32, Γ h = 0.3 . Using similar values for TE and TM
polarisation confinement factor in the V-stripe model enables us to verify the
efficiency of the optimised polarisation-selective result. In the angular distribution
calculation, the weighted carrier density N is obtained from the single stripe Rate
Equation calculation (refer Chapter-3). The schematic diagram of the stripe geometry
and symbols for this test are shown in Fig.5.6,

Figure 5.6 Schematic diagram of angular distribution test as referred to the stripe geometry;
stripe width w and stripe length, L
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Angular Distribution of Intensities Test

Parameters used:
L ( µm )

w ( µm )

d ( µm )

I a (A)

∆θ

400

10

0.15

0.16

0.05

Γe

Γh

0.32

0.3

Table 5.1 Device relevant parameters used in angular distribution test
Angular Distribution of Intensities
1
0.9
TE

Normalised Intensity

0.8
0.7
TM

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
0.5
Angle in Degree

1

1.5

Figure 5.7 Angular distribution of intensities, where blue line indicates TE polarisation and
mauve dashed indicates TM polarisation, [1]-[3]

Fig.5.7 shows the angular distribution of intensities with the limitation of maximum
angle θ max . For this particular device structure, the angular distribution is
± 1.4° from zero degree (the peak). The peak of the intensity angular distribution is
represented by the rays travel parallel to the stripe axis and the rays travelling at some
angle to the stripe axis are represented by the intensity angular distribution decaying
from the peak. The difference of intensities between TE and TM polarisation is caused
by the confinement factor difference in this case.
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5.4

The V-Stripe ee-LED Model -- Refined Analysis

This is the refined model to the approximate analysis of V-stripe model. In this
realistic model it has included the rays travelling at different angles, φi ( x) , inside the
device. Hence the intensity angular distribution calculation is applied in the
calculation.

5.4.1

The Refined V-Stripe Model Assumptions

In the refined analysis of V-stripe model, constant current is flowing within the stripe,
weighted average carrier density N is applied throughout the calculation and constant
current density is assumed throughout the rectangular stripe contact region and to
remain constant throughout the different layer of the D-H structure material; there are
no reflectivities at both ends of stripes. The rays that are used for external input to
stripe-B ( PBI ) is an approximation, which comes from stripe-A’s angular distribution
calculation times the stripe reflectivity at an angle. Also, as mentioned in the previous
section, the angular distribution calculation is based on an approximation where the
w
calculation is limited to a maximum angle θ M = tan −1 ( ) .
L

This approximation works, because not all the rays generated from stripe-A can be
reflected into stripe-B, as some of the rays will be reflected into the absorbing region,
this means only a small angle of the light distribution can be effectively input into
stripe-B. In the model we have assumed no reverse travelling photons as both ends of
stripe have no reflectivity.
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5.4.2

The Refined V-Stripe Model Flowchart

The flowchart in Fig.5.8 shows the numerical procedure of the refined analysis of the
V-stripe model calculation, where the carrier density, N a for stripe-A is calculated
from the single stripe (the N numerical iteration scheme is discussed in Chapter-3),
and the output/reflected power from stripe-A is calculated based on the angular
distribution of intensities equations. The value of N b is calculated depending on the
external input signal from stripe-A.

Figure 5.8 Flowchart diagram showing the numerical calculation procedure of the refined
analysis of the V-stripe, which has included the angular distribution of intensities
calculation
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5.4.3



The Refined V-Stripe Model Simulation Results

Definition of DOP Used in The Tests

For Test.1, DOP of power at the front facet, stripe-A, at z = La , is defined as,
DOP _ A =

Te _ A − Th _ A
Te _ A + Th _ A

(5.6)

where Te _ A = P1e (θ ) + P2 e (θ ) ; Th _ A = P1h (θ ) + P2 h (θ ) , from Eq.D4 and D7

For Test.2, 3, DOP of reflected power from stripe-A into stripe-B ( PBI ), is defined as,
+θ Max

DOP _ R =

+θ Max

∫
θ

Te _ A × Re (θ ) −

∫

Te _ A × Re (θ ) +

− Max
+θ Max

−θ Max

∫
θ

Th _ A × Rh (θ )

∫

Th _ A × Rh (θ )

− Max
+θ Max

(5.7)

−θ Max

where Re (θ ) , Rh (θ ) are intensity reflectivities at each corresponding angle to
P1 (θ ), P2 (θ ) for TE and TM polarisation, respectively.

For Test.4, DOP of power output from stripe-B, at z = Lb , is defined as,
DOP _ B =

Te _ B − Th _ B
Te _ B + Th _ B

(5.8)

where Te _ B , Th _ B are the generated power outputs from stripe-B for TE and TM
polarisation, respectively.
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Simulation Procedure

A number of tests have been done to study the DOP of the refined analysis of the
V-stripe ee-LED to determine if the refined PBI , (where power generated from
stripe-A reflected into stripe-B calculated by the angular distribution of intensities
equations) has enhanced the polarisation-selective output. The first thing is to decide
the best angle to place stripe-A, which can obtain the maximum DOP_R and then we
use different combinations of stripe parameters to determine the best optimised
polarisation-selective result. In addition, for the following tests, we also assumed
stripe-A and stripe-B are both at the exact Brewster angle, where φa = φb = φB . The
schematic diagram of Fig.5.9 explaines the notations used in the following tests.

Figure 5.9 Schematic diagram of a V-stripe ee-LED from top view and a top view picture of the
photon density analysis schematic diagram for the stripe contact, showing the
notations used in this section
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Table.5.2 shows the parameters used in this refined V-stripe model simulation.

Parameters

Values

Parameters

Values

Speed of light

c = 3 ×1010 cm / s

Electron charge

q = 1.602 × 10 − 19coul

Refractive index in

n1 = 3.6

Refractive index in

n2 = 3.36

AlGaAs

GaAs
Wavelength

λ = 850 ×10−7 cm

Planck's constant

h = 6.626 ×10 −34 J / s

Material gain

A0 = 1.5 × 10 −16 cm 2

Transparency carrier

N tr = 1.55 × 1018 cm −3

coefficient

density

N d = 1.7 × 1017 cm−3

Doping carrier
density

Bimolecular

Br = 1× 10−10 cm3 / s

recombination
constant

Confinement factor

Γ e = 0.32

TE

Γ h = 0.3

Confinement factor
TM

R0 = 0

Reflectivity at

z=0
PIA = 0

External input

Reflectivity at

RLa , RLb depends on

z = La ; Lb

stripe angle

External input

PIB depends on

for stripe-B

for stripe-A

d a = d b = 0.15µ m

Depth for stripe-A

Width for stripe-A

simulation result

wa = wb = 10 µ m

and -B

and -B
Length for stripe-A

La , Lb various (see test condition)

and -B
Table 5.2 Parameters applied in the refined V-stripe model
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Test 1

DOP_A

The power output from stripe-A has include the intensity angular distribution, I x (φi ) .
The aim of this test is to compare the DOP_A, DOP_R (in Test.3) and DOP_B (in
Test.4). From these three step comparison, the polarisation-selective enhancement
result of the V-stripe can be clearly seen.

Figure 5.10 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 1 as referred to the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
I a (A)

wa ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

∆θ

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

0.05o

Γe

Γh

0.32

0.3

Table 5.3 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 1

Test Conditions

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 3

La ( µ m )

400

600

800

Table 5.4 Relevant parameters used in Test 1 for conditions 1-3
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DOP Vs J at z=0 (Stripe-A)
0.08
0.07
0.06

DOP

0.05
0.04
La=400um
La=600um
La=800um

0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 5.11 DOP of power at facet, stripe-A; where black line, La=400µm; blue dashed, La=600µm
and red dotted, La=800µm

The result illustrated in Fig.5.11 shows that the difference between the two
polarisations is very small, they are dependent on the confinement factor. As can be
seen in the result, even if we have double the length of the stripe, the DOP have just
increased 0.01 at I = 0.16 A . Hence, by comparing this DOP result (before
polarisation enhancement) with the DOP result in the later tests (after polarisation
enhancement); we can see the achievement of the V-stripe more easily.



Test 2

Stripe-A Angle, φ Vs DOP_B

This test is to determine the best angle

φ to place the stripe to obtain the maximum

DOP_R. The DOP_R value is very important, as it is the first stage optimisation to
obtain the polarisation-selective output. By having a large proportion of TE
polarisation in the external input signal ( PBI ), as it travels through stripe-B, TE
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polarisation is getting amplified significantly. Hence this has made a major
improvement to the polarisation-selective outcome. In this test we have compared 6
different angles for stripe-A, with 4 different Injection Currents to investigate at
which angle it will generate more TE polarisation with less TM polarisation signal.

Parameters used:

φ

I a (A)

wa ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

∆θ

11o ~16o

0.06

10

0.15

0.05o

Γe

Γh

0.32

0.3

Table 5.5 Relevant stripe parameters for optimise the stripe-A angle in Test 2

Test Conditions

Condition 1

Condition 2

La ( µ m )

400

600

Table 5.6 Relevant parameters used in optimise the stripe-A angle in Test 2

DOP Vs Stripe angle
1.2

L=400um
L=600um

1

DOP

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

14.5

15

15.5

16

16.5

Stripe angle (Degree)
Figure 5.12 Comparison the DOP at stripe-A angles; where black dashed represents La=400µm
and red line represents La=600µm
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Fig.5.12 shows that by putting stripe-A at 15.25° , which is slightly before the
Brewster angle; PBI has a large proportion of the TE polarisation. We have also tried
different stripe structures (e.g. different stripe lengths and widths) to investigate the
best stripe angle for comparison. The result comes out to be almost the same (the
maximum output is when stripe at 15.25° ), based on the angular distribution
calculation we have used. As a result, the next step of the optimisation is to consider
the actual PBI , at this stage, we assume the stripe angle for stripe-A and-B are the
same.

Note, the simulation shows that by using wa = 20µ m , La = 300 µ m at I a = 0.16 A ,
the Maximum angle become, θ Max = ±3.8° (refer to Fig.5.9, θ Max = ±1.4° ). In this
case, the peak of Fig.5.14 will shift to 14° , where the effect of intensity angular
distribution become more significant.



Test 3

DOP_R

In this test, stripes have been placed at 15.25° , as the result in Test.1 shows that
stripes at angle 15.25° , which is exactly at the Brewster angle, produce the highest
DOP_R, see Fig.5.13.

Figure 5.13 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 3 as referred to the “V”-geometry
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Parameters used:
I a (A)

wa ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

∆θ

φ

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

0.05o

14o

Γe

Γh

0.32

0.3

Table 5.7 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 3

Test Conditions

Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 3

La ( µ m )

400

600

800

Table 5.8 Relevant parameters used in Test 3 for conditions 1-3

DOP Vs I for PBI
0.974
0.973
0.972
0.971

DOP

0.97
0.969
0.968

La=400um
La=600um
La=800um

0.967
0.966
0.965
0.964

0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 5.14 DOP of power reflected from stripe-A into stripe-B (PBI); where black line represents
La=400µm, blue dashed represents La=600µm and red dotted line indicates La=800µm

This result illustrated in Fig.5.14 shows that when lights travels at 15.25° , a small
portion of TM polarised rays has been reflected into stripe-B (unlike in Chapter-4, all
TM polarisation has been transmitted at Brewster angle); the amount is still small
compared to TE polarisation.
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Test 4

DOP_B

This test is the most important test to this project, because this result has showed the
impressive enhancement the V-stripe has given to achieve a polarisation-selective
result. Fig.5.15 shows the schematic diagram of this test.

Figure 5.15 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 4 as referred to the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
Ia

Ib

wa = wb

d a = db

(A)

(A)

( µm )

( µm )

0.06~0.16

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

∆θ

φ

0.05o

14o

Γe

0.32

Γh

0.3

Table 5.9 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 4

Test

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

La ( µ m )

400

400

400

600

600

600

Lb ( µ m )

400

600

800

400

600

800

Table 5.10 Relevant parameters used in Test 4 for conditions 1to 6
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DOP Vs I (z=Lb)
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

DOP

0.5
0.4
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 5.16 Comparison of DOP of different stripe lengths under the Test 4 conditions 1-6; where
black line, condition 1; blue dashed, condition 2; green dotted, condition 3; red circled,
condition 4; mauve crossed line, condition 5 and orange started, condition 6

In this test result illustrated in Fig.5.16, which under the same Injection Current for
both stripe, and with different stripe length combinations under conditions 1-6, we can
see that under condition 6, where La = 600µ m; Lb = 800µ m , it is the best DOP at
relatively high current injection. Under condition 5, where La = 600 µ m; Lb = 600 µ m ,
both stripes have the same length, we have the second best DOP result in relatively
high current; however in low current, with both stripes at 600 µ m we have the best
DOP result, which means, overall with both stripes at 600 µ m , the refined analysis of
the V-stripe model can achieve the best performance in separating TE and TM
polarisation, and of course, needs to have the same Injection Current for both stripes.
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Test 5

DOP_B, with I a ≠ I b

In the previous test, we have tested the V-stripe model with different stripe length
combinations, but all under the same current injection. In this test, we will continue
testing the V-stripe to obtain better polarisation enhancement result by injecting
different current into the two stripes, to find a better optimization result.

Parameters used:
wa = wb ( µ m )

d a = db ( µ m )

∆θ

φ

10

0.15

0.05o

14o

Γe
0.32

Γh
0.3

Table 5.11 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 5

Test

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

La ( µ m )

600

600

600

600

600

600

Lb ( µ m )

600

600

600

800

800

800

I a (A)

0.06~0.16 0.16~0.26 0.06~0.16 0.06~0.16 0.16~0.26 0.06~0.16

I b (A)

0.06~0.16 0.06~0.16 0.16~0.26 0.06~0.16 0.06~0.16 0.16~0.26
Table 5.12 Relevant parameters used in Test 5 with conditions 1to 6
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DOP Vs I (z=Lb)
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

DOP

0.6
0.5
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.05

0.1

0.15
0.2
Current (A)

0.25

0.3

Figure 5.17 Comparison of DOP of different Injection Current under the Test 5 conditions 1-4;
where black line is for test condition 1, blue dashed is condition 2 and dotted mauve is
condition 3, condition 4 is represents by red circled

The result illustrated in Fig.5.17 shows that higher Injection Current in stripe-A will
achieve a better polarisation-selective result as shown in conditions 2 and 5. Although
in condition 5 ( La = 600 µ m; Lb = 800µ m ) the DOP is slightly higher than condition 2
( La = 600 µ m; Lb = 600 µ m ) for relatively high Injection Current, however, condition 2
gives an overall best optimisation result.
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Test 6

DOP of Transmitted Power at z = 0

The idea of considering the transmitted out of facet power is to prove if the V-stripe
design can activate two applications at the same time, with one of the applications not
requiring highly single polarised light.

Figure 5.18 Schematic of the simulated point in Test 6 as referred to the “V”-geometry

Parameters used:
I a (A)

wa ( µ m )

da ( µ m )

∆θ

φ

0.06~0.16

10

0.15

0.05o

14o

Table 5.13 Relevant stripe parameters for Test 6

Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition

Test
Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Γe

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.64

0.64

0.64

Γh

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.56

0.56

0.56

La ( µ m )

400

600

800

400

600

800

Table 5.14 Device relevant parameters used in Test 6 with conditions 1-6
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DOP Vs I Transmitted Power
-0.46

-0.48

DOP

-0.5

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
Condition 5
Condition 6

-0.52

-0.54

-0.56

0.06

0.08

0.1
0.12
Current (A)

0.14

0.16

Figure 5.19 Comparison of DOP of transmitted out of facet power under the conditions in Test 6;
where black line, condition 1; blue dashed, condition 2; green dotted, condition 3; red
circled, condition 4; mauve crossed, condition 5 and orange started, condition 6

In this test illustrated in Fig.5.19 there is more TM polarisation in the transmitted out
of facet power than TE polarisation; therefore, the value for DOP approaching -1 is
the best polarisation-selective result. For conditions 1-3 Γ e = 0.32; Γ h = 0.3 , and for
condition

4-6

Γ e = 0.64; Γ h = 0.56 ;

we

can

see

that

in

general,

with

Γ e = 0.32; Γ h = 0.3 , the transmitted power have better value for DOP. The result
shows the transmitted power have relatively good DOP value, and there is a
possibility to have some applications, which do not require highly single polarised
signal to utilise the transmitted signal and that makes the V-stripe even more attractive,
that it can operate two applications at the same time to maximise the resources.
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Summary

The refined analysis of the V-stripe discussed in this chapter is an improved model to
the approximate analysis of the V-stripe model. In Sec.5.2, we have discussed that one
of the imperfections the V-stripe has is due to intensity angular distribution. The
formulation of angular distribution of the intensity equation has been discussed in
Sec.5.3, with a computer model to predict the effect of intensity angular distribution
influence on the external input source to stripe-B ( PBI ). The results show that by
including the intensity angular distribution, the best stripe angle to place the stripe is
at 15.25° , slightly before the Brewster angle. In Sec.5.4, we presented explanations
with the step by step test results of our refined analysis of V-stripe model. We have
broken the test into three main steps, which are the DOP of power at facet, stripe-A;
the DOP of power reflected into stripe-B (which is PBI ) and the DOP of the final
optimised output from stripe-B.

Comparing the Test.4 results in this chapter (Fig.5.16), with the Test.4 result in
Chapter-4 (Fig.4.15), we can see that, in the approximate analysis (Chapter-4), the
best DOP result is with La = 400 µ m; Lb = 800 µ m , but in the realistic result
(Chapter-5), the best DOP result is with both stripes at 600 µ m . This is because the
PBI in Chapter-5 is less than in Chapter-4 (due to angular distribution of intensities
affect), and stripe-B will produce it own TE and TM polarisation, so with less PBI (in
Chapter-5), it is better to use a relatively shorter stripe-B to achieve the best
optimisation of a polarisation-selective result.
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6.1

Conclusions

A compact model for polarisation-selective edge-emitting LED (ee-LED) has been
developed, which is called the V-stripe ee-LED. Firstly, the single stripe contact
ee-LED has been analysed, by using a numerical self consistent iteration scheme
based on the weighted average constant carrier density N method. This numerical
procedure is used to find the self-consistent value for the assumed constant carrier
density. By use of this method, which is keeping constant N along z-direction,
resulted in simplification in mathematical terms and the model providing highly
accurate value of N in a short computational time. This model has been used to
simulate the carrier density and also the forward and reverse travelling photon density
within the device. From the single stripe model, it was observed that with the same
Injection Current into the stripe, the shorter the stripe, the larger the output power is
being generated. Moreover, the difference between TE and TM polarisation purely
depends on the confinement factor difference.

Secondly, the single stripe contact model has been extended to apply in the V-stripe
calculations. The V-stripe design has utilized the advantage of the Brewster angle, to
separate the TE and TM polarisations in stripe-A, and use the stripe-B to maintain and
amplify the reflected signal from stripe-A. The simulation results from the
approximate analysis of the V-stripe model showed that the DOP of the power output
from the V-stripe has a significant polarisation-enhancement than the angled stripe.
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The result also showed that when using the same Injection Current for both stripes,
with the stripe lengths La = 400 µ m, Lb = 800 µ m , the DOP of the output power from
the V-stripe was the best, which was almost equal to 1, this means the V-stripe was
performing as a single polarised stripe. From the simulation results, we also suggest
that with a relatively higher current injected into stripe-A and a relatively lower
current injected into stripe-B, it gave a better polarisation-selective result to the
V-stripe.

Furthermore, the approximate analysis of the V-stripe model has been extended to
include the angular distribution of intensity affect from stripe-A, to obtain a more
realistic result. Thus, the external input signal for stripe-B was less than we predicted
in the approximate analysis and the best angle to place the stripe is at 15.25° , slightly
before the Brewster angle. However, the simulation results proved that, even with a
relatively small amount of single polarised external signal input (to stripe-B), we are
still able to obtain a good polarisation-selective output. It was shown in the refined
analysis of the V-stripe model simulation, with the same current injected into both
stripes, and with both stripe lengths at 600µ m , it gives the best DOP of the output
power, the value of DOP is in the region of 0.72 to 0.95 depending on the Injection
Current. It is also suggested that with a relatively higher Injection Current to stripe-A
and a relatively lower current injected into stripe-B, the polarisation-selective result
can be enhanced.
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Future Work

The work contained in this thesis has shown the optimization of the
polarisation-selective output from a bulk material active layer semiconductor ee-LED.
In Chapter-2, the research work has also made an assumption on using an effective
relative permittivity and an effective refractive index to calculate the vertical mode in
the multilayer media, hence, simplifying the mode as a PW propagating in a
homogeneous media. In order to work on a more realistic case, a realistic vertical
mode shape can be obtained; by using the actual number of different relative
permittivities (for different layer of the multilayer) and refractive index.

Also in Chapter-2, in the modal gain calculation, we have omitted the effect of free
carrier absorption, α fc , in the cladding layer, since it is typically small compared to
the material gain. It is suggested that for calculation accuracy, it is useful to put the
free carrier absorption back into the model gain equation.

In Chapter-3, it was discussed that a weighted average constant carrier density ( N ) is
used in all Rate Equation related calculations to simplify the computational scheme in
the whole research. However it is possible to obtain the variable carrier distribution
N ( z ) to refine the calculation by use the z-dependent Rate Equation solutions at the
end of the iteration process. Hence put back the functions P( z ) and Q( z ) into
Equation (4.3) to finally derive a z-dependent carrier density profile, [1].

Moreover, in Chapter-5, the formulation of angular distribution of intensities, an
w
approximation of Maximum angle ( θ Max = tan −1 ( ) ) has been used, in order to
L
integrate the photon density along the z-axis. A problem occurred when stripe length
increases, θ Max becomes a very small angle if the stripe is narrow and long,
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w
. Therefore, rays travelling inside the stripe are almost at the same angle. We
L

suggest improving this imperfection, firstly, it is necessary to obtain a realistic
intensity angular distribution, [3], [4]. Secondly, we need to consider the effective
reflected light, which is the actual amount of light being reflected into stripe-B. By
combining the realistic angular distribution of intensities and the effective reflected
light, the V-stripe model can be enhanced.

Furthermore, it is worth and necessary to take the current spreading and carrier
diffusion into account to complete the V-shaped model. Because in a typical ee-LED
device, the Injection Current is mainly flowing in the centre region. But once the
current comes out from the stripe, it spreads laterally in the cladding layer, [4], [5].
This results in current density distribution. But in the calculations throughout this
project, it is assumed that current injected into the stripe are flowing only along the
y − axis , current spreading has been ignored. The spreading of current also causes
carrier diffusion, and together, they will cost light spreading and influence the
consideration of choosing correct thickness of an active layer.
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A.1

Photon Conservation

---Spontaneous emission
Firstly, by considering an optically active media (active layer) in which there is
optical absorption or gain (when sufficient inversion population density exist),
illustrated in Fig.A.1. Within the derivation uniformity along x and y direction is
assumed and only variation in the z direction is considered, photon either travelling
in the positive or negative z direction.

Figure A.1 A diagram illustrating photons passing through a volume element of length
unit cross sectional area.

∆z and

Let the photon density per unit effective volume of forward travelling photons, which
is travelling in positive z direction in this active medium, be P , and the reverse
travelling photons, be Q . As referred to Fig.A.1, the increase in the net number of
forward travelling photons in this volume at the given time ∆t is:
[ P( z , t + ∆t ) − P( z , t )]∆V

(A1)

Where ∆V is the volume of the active media and ∆V = ∆x.∆y.∆z . Consider a density
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of photons, P , of unit cross sectional area passing through the active media with a
uniform velocity v in the positive z direction. The number of photons entering and
leaving this volume ∆V after a time ∆t can be written as,
Entering
Leaving

P( z , t ).∆x.∆y.v.∆t
P( z + ∆z , t ).∆x.∆y.v.∆t

(A2)
(A3)

The change in net number of photons in the volume at a time ∆t is:
[ P( z + ∆z , t ) − P( z , t )].∆x.∆y.v.∆t

(A4)

Hence, the net number of photons in the active media after a time ∆t is equal to the
change in the net number of photons in the media plus the number of photons which
have been generated. In the active layer, photons are generated via two processes:
spontaneous emission and stimulated emission (which has been discussed in
Chapter-2, Sec.2.1).

---The Spontaneous Emission Contribution

Spontaneous emission occurs at random and therefore gives incoherent radiation, it
also emits in all directions (isotropic radiation), in many wavelengths, phase and
polarisation. Fraction of spontaneous emission assuming spontaneous emission
isotropic radiation over solid angle 4π , as shown in Fig.A.2, (∆Ω) f is considered to
contribute to P , [1].
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Figure A.2 Spontaneous emission isotropic radiations over full solid angle 4π

.

Therefore, the fraction of the isotropic radiation is contributes to the forward
travelling photons becomes,

δ f = (∆Ω) f / 4π

(A5)

vice versa for the considered to contribute to Q that δ r = (∆Ω) r / 4π

Here for simplicity polarisation and wavelength dependencies are ignored. Also since
only the forward travelling photons are considered, only a fraction of the isotropic
radiation actually contributes to the forward travelling photons. Therefore
contribution from spontaneous emission in the volume at a time ∆t can be written
as:

δf.

N

τ sp

.∆V .∆t

(A6)

where N is the carrier density and τ sp is the spontaneous emission recombination
lifetime; and τ sp =

1
, where Br ( cm3 / s )is bimolecular recombination
Br ( N + N d )

constant, and N d is doping carrier density, which is very small compare to N , and
sometimes can be neglected.
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---Stimulated Emission

Contrary to spontaneous emission, stimulated emission gives coherent radiation due
to all photons released have identical wavelength, phase, polarisation and direction. In
this case, within the active layer, photons add in a constructive manner providing
amplification. The net number of stimulated emission in the volume at a time ∆t is:
g ( N ).P( z , t ).∆t.∆V

(A7)

where g is the material gain in unit time-1
Hence, by using equation (A4), (A6) and (A7), the net number of forward travelling
photon densities in the media after a time ∆t is:
P(( z , t + ∆t ) − P( z , t )).∆x.∆y.∆z = ( P( z , t ) − P( z + ∆z , t )).∆x.∆y.v.∆t +
[ g ( N ).P( z , t ) + δ f .Br ( N + N d ) N ].∆x.∆y.∆z.∆t

(A8)

where δ f represent the fraction of spontaneous emission in the forward direction

Dividing equation (A8) through by ∆x, ∆y, ∆z , ∆t and taking the limit of ∆z tends
to zero and ∆t tends to zero give the differential Photon Rate Equation for the
forward travelling photon density, which represented by the notation P( z , t ) is:
∂P
∂P
= −v
+ g ( N ) P + δ f Br ( N + N d ) N
∂t
∂z

(A9)

The Photon Rate Equation for the reverse travelling photon density, which represented
by the notation Q( z , t ) , can be derived as:
∂Q
∂Q
=v
+ g ( N )Q + δ r Br ( N + N d ) N
∂t
∂z

(A10)

Where δ r represents the fraction of spontaneous emission in the reverse direction

For solutions with no time variation

∂
= 0 (i.e. steady state solution) [2], the photon
∂t

Rate Equations for forward and reverse travelling photon densities, P( z ), Q( z ) , are:
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B (N + Nd )N
dP
= g ( N )P + δ f r
dz
v

(A11)

B ( N + Nd ) N
dQ
= − g ( N )Q + δ r r
(A12)
dz
v
g ( N )
is the material gain in unit volume-1
Where g ( N ) =
v

Note, in the derivation of the Photon Rate Equation phase effects were not been
considered since in the case of LEDs a spread of wavelengths exists.

A.2

Current density conservation

The current density conservation equation derivation gives the relationship between
carrier density ( N ) and current density ( J ). Consider the device structure below:

Figure A.3 A diagram illustrating the flow of current into the device active layer and the
recombination of elections and holes within the device active layer.

In the derivation, current density is assumed to be constant throughout the rectangular
striped region, which has neglected the current spreading and carrier diffusion. It has
also assumed that current density is evenly distributed throughout the active layer
thickness that J = J 0 . The number of particles entering and leaving in this volume
∆V = ∆x.∆y.∆z at the given time ∆t is:
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Entering

J ( x, y , z , t )
.∆x.∆z.∆t.v
q

(A13)

Leaving

J ( x, y − ∆y, z , t )
.∆x.∆z.∆t.v
q

(A14)

where q is the electron charge.

Therefore, the increased net number of particles in the volume ∆V at time ∆t is:
1
[ J ( x, y, z , t ) − J ( x, y − ∆y, z , t )].∆x.∆z.∆t.v
q

(A15)

The increased carriers in the volume ∆V at time ∆t by definition are:
[ N ( x, y, z , t + ∆t ) − N ( x, y, z , t )].∆x.∆y.∆z

(A16)

Nevertheless, the depletion of carriers which causes by the recombination due to
spontaneous emission and stimulated emission must be taken into account.

The total number of particles recombining in the time ∆t during spontaneous
emission and stimulated emission are:
Spontaneous Emission

Br ( N + N d ) N .∆x.∆y.∆z.∆t

(A17)

Stimulated Emission

g ( N )[ P + Q].∆x.∆y.∆z.∆t

(A18)

where g is the material gain in units of volume-1, P and Q are representing the
forward and reverse travelling photon density respectively.

Hence, the increased carriers in the active layer after a time ∆t is equal to the
increased net number of particles in the volume ∆V minus the total number of
particles recombining via spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. This can be
written as:
1
[ N ( x, y, z, t + ∆t ) − N ( x, y, z, t )].∆x.∆y.∆z = [ J ( x, y, z, t ) − J ( x, y − ∆y, z, t )].∆x.∆z.∆t.v
q
(A19)
−[ g ( N )(P + Q) + Br ( N + Nd ) N ].∆x.∆y.∆z.∆t
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Dividing equation (A19) through by ∆x, ∆y, ∆z , ∆t and taking the limit of ∆y tends
to zero and ∆t tends to zero give the differential current density conservation
equation, which is:
B ( N + Nd ) N
∂N 1 ∂J 0
=
− [ g ( N )( P + Q) + r
]
v
∂t qv ∂y

(A20)

The steady state solution to above equation is:
J0
B ( N + Nd )N
= g ( N )( P + Q) + r
qdv
v

(A21)
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Figure B1.1 Schematic diagram of an optical cavity bound by parallel facets with reflectivity R0
and RL. P(z), Q(z) are the travelling direction of photon densities; PI, QI are the
external input sources.

Let

psp =

δ f Br ( N + N d ) N
gv

(B1.1) , Let

qsp =

δ r Br ( N + N d ) N
gv

(B1.2)

Where N is the constant carrier density (cm-3); N d is the doping carrier density;
g is the material gains (m-1), Br is the bi-modular recombination constant (cm
second-1), v is the velocity of light in the medium (cm second-1) and δ f ,r represents
the fraction of spontaneous emission in the forward and reverse direction.
dP ( z )
= g [ P ( z ) + p sp ]
dz
dQ ( z )
= − g [Q( z ) + q sp ]
dz

(B1.3)
(B1.4)

q sp , p sp , N , g ( N ) are constants
Pˆ ( z ) = P ( z ) + p sp
Qˆ ( z ) = Q( z ) + q sp

(B1.5)
(B1.6)
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Substituting (B1.6) into (B1.4)
dP ( z )
= g Pˆ ( z )
dz

(B1.7)

Substituting (B1.7) into (B1.5)
dQ ( z )
= g Qˆ ( z )
dz

(B1.8)

Pˆ ( z ) = Pˆo e gz

(B1.9)

Qˆ ( z ) = Qˆ o e − gz

(B1.10)

Substituting (B1.6) into (B1.10)
P ( z ) = Po e gz + p sp [e gz − 1]

(B1.11)

Substituting (B1.7) into (B1.11)
Q( z ) = Qo e − gz + q sp [e − gz − 1]

(B1.12)

PL = Po e gL + (e gL − 1) p sp

(B1.13)

QL = e − gL [Qo − (e gL − 1)q sp ]

(B1.14)

At z=L,

Apply Boundary conditions
Po = PI + Ro Qo

(B1.15)

QL = R L PL

(B1.16)

Substituting (B1.14) & (B1.15) into (B1.17)
Qo = R L e 2 gL Po + R L e gL (e gL − 1) p sp + (e gL − 1)q sp

(B1.17)
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Now use Po = PI + Ro Qo , For Boundary Condition

PI + Ro RL e gL (e gL − 1) p sp + Ro (e gL − 1)q sp

Po =

(B1.18)

1 − Ro R L e 2 gL

Forward travelling photon at output, PL = P( z = L)

PI e gL + (e gL − 1)( p sp + Ro e gL q sp )

PL =

(B1.19)

1 − Ro R L e 2 gL

For Boundary condition QL = R L PL ,

QL =

RL PI e gL + R L (e gL − 1)( p sp + Ro e gL q sp )

(B1.20)

1 − Ro RL e 2 gL

Expressions for forward and reverse photon densities in N -dependent
P
1 P0 gL
[ (e − 1) + sp (e gL − 1) − Psp L]
L g
g

(B1.21)

q
1 Q
Q( N ) = − [ 0 (e − gL − 1) + sp (e − gL − 1) + qsp L]
L g
g

(B1.22)

P( N ) =

For Carrier Density Equation:
B ( N + Nd ) N
J
= g [ P( N ) + Q( N )] + r
qdv
v

(B1.23)

where J is current density (A/cm2), q is Electron charge ( 1.602 × 10 −19 C), d is
the thickness of optical active layer ( µ m )
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Figure B2.1 Schematic of an optical cavity formed by parallel facets with TE and TM
polarisation reflectivities R0e,h and RLe,h. Pe,h, Qe,h are the travelling direction of photon
densities; PIe,h, QIe,h are the external input sources.

Equations for TE (e) polarised photon:

Optical Gain (g)
g = A0 × ( N − N tr )

(B2.1);

g e = Γe × g

(B2.2)

Spontaneous Emission
Pspe =

Qspe =

δ f Br ( N + N d ) N
gev

δ r Br ( N + N d ) N
ge v

(B2.3)

(B2.4)

Where A0 is material constant (cm-3); N is the constant carrier density (cm-3); N tr
is the transparency carrier density; N d is the doping carrier density; g e, h are the
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material gains for TE and TM polarisation (m-1), Br is the bi-modular recombination
constant (cm second-1), v is the velocity of light in the medium (cm second-1) and

δ f ,r represents the fraction of spontaneous emission in the forward and reverse
direction.

PLe = Pe ( z = L) ;

Let Poe = Pe ( z = 0) ;

Qoe = Qe ( z = 0) ;

QLe = Qe ( z = L)

Photon density changes with z in the active layer. The solution to

dP( z )
dQ( z )
and
dz
dz

gives the expression for the forward and reverse travelling photon densities for TE
polarisation.

∵ Pe ( z ) = P0 e e gzΓe + p spe (e gzΓe − 1)

(B2.5)

Qe ( z ) = Q0e e − gzΓe + q spe (e − gzΓe − 1)

(B2.6)

Apply Boundary Conditions
P0e = PIe + R0e Q0e

(B2.7);

QLe = QIe + RLe PLe

(B2.8)

Therefore,
P0 e =

PLe =

PIe + R0e QIe e g

eL

+ (e g e L − 1)( R0e R Le e g e L p spe + R0e q spe )
1 − R0e R Le e 2 g e L

PIe e g e L + R0e QIe e 2 g e L + (e g e L − 1)( R0e e g e L q spe + p spe )
1 − R0 e RLe e 2 ge L

Q0 e = QIe e g e L + RLe e 2 g e L P0 e + RLe e g e L (e g e L − 1) p spe + (e ge L − 1)q spe
QLe = QIe +

PIe e g e L RLe + R0e QIe e 2 g e L RLe + (e g e L − 1)( R0e e g e L q spe + p spe ) RLe
1 − R0 R L e 2 g e L

(B2.9)

(B2.10)

(B2.11)
(B2.12)
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Expressions for forward and reverse photon densities in N -dependent
Pspe ge L
1 P0 e ge L
[ (e − 1) +
(e − 1) − Pspe L]
L ge
ge

(B2.13)

qspe − ge L
1 Q
Qe ( N ) = − [ 0 e (e − ge L − 1) +
(e
− 1) + qspe L]
L ge
ge

(B2.14)

Pe ( N ) =

Equations for TM (h) polarised photon:

The Rate Equations for TM(h) polarisation is in the exact format as TE(e) polarisation,
except the optical gain for TM polarisation is depends on the TM confinement factor,
where g h = g × Γ h .

Carrier Density Equation:

B ( N + Nd ) N
J
= g e [ Pe ( N ) + Qe ( N )] + g h [ Ph ( N ) + Qh ( N )] + r
qdv
v

(B2.15)

where J is current density (A/cm2), q is Electron charge ( 1.602 × 10 −19 Coul), d
is the thickness of optical active layer ( µ m ).
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Polarisation Decomposed Carrier Conservation
Rate Equation for the V-Stripe

Figure C.1 Schematic diagram of an optical cavity bound by facet reflectivities RaLa and RbLb for
stripes-A and -B. PA,B(z) /QA,B(z) indicated the photon density travelling direction;
PAI/PBI are due to optical inputs at z=0
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For TE (e) polarised photon
let Rme (θ A ) = RmeA ; Rme (θ B ) = RmeB

Rme (θ A ) in which the photon reflected back into Region A = RmeAA
Rme (θ A ) in which the photon transmitted into Region B = RmeAB

In Region A
Then forward and reverse photon density is represent by PAe ( za ) and QAe ( za )
PA0 e = PAe ( za = 0) ;

QA0 e = QAe ( za = 0)

PALa e = PAe ( za = La ) ;

QALa e = QAe ( za = La )

Spontaneous emission
PspAe =

δ fA Br ( N a + N d ) N a

(C1);

g Ae v

QspAe =

v=

c
n1

δ rA Br ( N a + N d ) N a

δ fa = δ ra

(C3)

g Ae v
n 
wa × a cos 1 
 n2 
2 × 3.14 × La

g A = A0 × ( N a − N tr ) ;

(C5)

(C2)

(C4)
g Ae = g A × Γ e

(C6)

where A0 is material constant (cm-3); N a is the constant carrier density in stripe-A
(cm-3); N tr is the transparency carrier density; N d is the doping carrier density;
g e, h are the material gains for TE and TM polarisation (m-1); Γ e is the confinement
factor for TE polarisation; Br is the bi-modular recombination constant (cm
second-1); v is the velocity of light in the medium (cm second-1) and δ f ,r
represents the fraction of spontaneous emission in the forward and reverse direction.
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Applying Boundary Condition
PA0 e = PAIe + RmeAAQA0 e , where PAIe = RmeBAQB 0 e
QALa e = RaLe PALa e

(C7)

(C8)

QA0 e = RaLa e e 2 g Ae La PA0 e + RaLa e e g Ae La (e g Ae La − 1) pspAe + (e g Ae La − 1)qspAe

PA0 e =

PAIe + RmeAA (e g Ae LA − 1)( RaLa e e g Ae La pspAe + qspAe )

PALa e =

QALa e =

1 − RmeAA RaLa e e 2 g Ae La
PAIe e g Ae La + (e g Ae La − 1)( RmeAAe g Ae La qspAe + pspAe )
1 − RmeAA RaLa e e2 g Ae La

(C9)

(C10)

(C11)

PAIe e g Ae La RaLa e + RaLa e (e g Ae La − 1)( RmeAAe g Ae La qspAe + pspAe )

(C12)

1 − RmeAA RaLa e e 2 g Ae La

where PAIe = RmBAe [ RbLb e e 2 g Be Lb PB 0 e + RbLb e e g Be Lb (e g Be Lb − 1) pspBe + (e g Be Lb − 1)qspBe ]

Expressions for forward and reverse photon densities in N -dependent
PAe ( N a ) =

QAe ( N a ) = −

PspAe g Ae La
1 PA 0 e g Ae La
[
(e
(e
− 1) +
− 1) − PspAe La ]
La g Ae
g Ae

qspAe − g Ae La
1 QA0 e − g Ae La
[
(e
− 1) +
(e
− 1) + qspAe La ]
La g Ae
g Ae

(C13)

(C14)

Equations for TM (h) polarised photon:

The Rate Equations for TM(h) polarisation is in the exact format as TE(e) polarisation,
except the optical gain for TM polarisation is depends on the TM confinement factor,
where g h = g × Γ h .
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For Carrier Density Equation:

B ( N + Nd ) Na
JA
= g Ae [ PAe ( N a ) + QAe ( N a )] + g Ah [ PAh ( N a ) + QAh ( N a )] + r a
qd Av
v

(C15)

where J is current density (A/cm2), q is Electron charge ( 1.602 × 10 −19 Coul), d
is the thickness of optical active layer ( µ m )

In region B

The Rate Equations for region B are in the exact format as in region A, only by
substituting the subscript B for A, as illustrated in Fig.C.1, two stripes are symmetric,
this is a simple method to derive the Rate Equations, as when a set of equations for
one stripe is derived, the equations for the other stripe is identical. We have built a
computer model based on these equations to predict the performance of the V-stripe as
a polarisation-enhanced stripe. Although equations for both stripe are identical, but as
we have given them different names, the model can support all kinds of different
parameters combinations.
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11.

Angular Distribution of Intensities

Appendix D
Angular Distribution of Intensities Equations

Figure D.1 Schematic diagram of Angular Distribution derive analysis (Top view of a LED device
active layer). (1) is the situation where all the rays are travel with in the active layer;
(2) is the situation, which all rays travel through the active layer.

w
Analysis condition: θ < θ M ; θ M = tan −1 ( )
L
For all rays travel at the same angle θ
( sa + s g ) = s f =

L − z0
cos(θ )

w − wu
= tan (θ ) ;
L − z0

wu = w − ( L − z0 ) tan(θ )

(D1)

At z0 , for x0 < wu (situation 1), sg = s f , sa = 0

At z0 , for x0 > wu (situation 2), sg =

w − x0
,
sin(θ )
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Situation (1)

At z0 , for x0 < wu
P1 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; z = z L ) = P1 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = s f ) = Psp (e
P = Psp (e

Note:

gs f

− 1)

gs f

− 1)

(D2)

comes from the basic Rate Equation derivation in

Appendix-B-1, Eq.(B1.7).
wu

∫ P1 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = s f )dx0 =
0

= wu Psp (e

L − z0
)
g(
cosθ

L

∫ P ( z ,θ ; s = s
1

0

wu

∫ Psp (e

L − z0
)
cosθ

− 1)dx0
(D3)

0

− 1)
L

f

g(

)dz0 = ∫ wu Psp (e

0

g(

L − z0
)
cosθ

− 1)dz0

0

w cos θ g ( cosθ )
L sin θ g ( cosθ ) sin θ cos θ g ( cosθ )
e
(e
− 1) −
+
(e
− 1)
g
g
g2
L

= Psp [

L

L

(D4)

3
+ L2 tan θ − w.L]
2

Situation (2)

At z0 , for x0 > wu
P2 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; z = z L ) = P2 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = sg ) = Psp (e
w

w

wu

wu

∫ P2 ( x0 , z0 ,θ ; s = sg )dx0 = ∫ Psp (e
α(

= Psp e

L− z0
)
cosθ [

sin θ
g −α

(e

( g −α )(

L − z0
)
cosθ

g(

w− x0
)
sinθ

− 1) −

α(

− 1)(e

sin θ

α

gs g

α ( s f − sg )

− 1)(e

)

(D5)

L − z0 w− x0
−
)
cosθ sinθ )dx
0

α(

(1 − e

(D6)

L− z0
)
cosθ )]

L

∫ P2 ( z0 ,θ ; s = sg )dz0
0

L

∫

α(

= Psp e

L− z0
)
cosθ [

0

= Psp [

cos θ

α

sin θ
g −α

α(

(e

L
)
cosθ

(e

( g −α )(

− 1)(

L − z0
)
cosθ

sin θ

α −g

− 1) −

+

sin θ

α

sin θ

α
)+

α(

(1 − e

L− z0
)
cosθ )]dz

sin θ cos θ

α−g

g

(1 − e

(C7)

0

g(

L
)
cosθ ) −

sin θ

α

L]
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